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1 PUBLIC NOTICE BY THE USAEC ADVISORY

2 COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS

3
Friday, 10 August 1973

4

5 The contents of this stenographic transcript of the

* 6 proceedings of the United States Atomic Energy Commission's

7 Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS ) , as reported,

8 herein, is an uncorrected record of the discussions recorded

9 at the meeting held on the above date.

10 No member of the ACRS Staff and no participant at.

11 this meeting accepts any responsibility for errors or inaccu-
'

12 racies of statement or data contained in this transcript.
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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

2 ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

I 3

4
160th GENERAL MEETING

5
*

of the
6

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS,

7
.

8 Room 1046
1717 H Street, N. W.

9 Washington, D. C.

10 Friday, 10 August 1973

11 -

The 160th General Meeting of the Advisory Committee
12 !

on xeactor Safeguards was reconvened, bursuant to adjournment,_

13
| at 11:10 a.m.

14
-

BEFORE:

15
MR. HAROLD G. MANGELSDORF, Chairman

16
MR. MYER BENDER, Member

|
17 '

*

MR. HAROLD ETHERINGTON, Member
18

DR. HERBERT S. ISBIN, Member,

19
DR. WILLIAM KERR, Member

20
DR. HARRY O. MONSON, Member

k. DR. DADE W. MOELLER, Member

22
DR. DAVID OKRENT, Member

O )&)k 0023
DR. NUNZIO J. PALLADINO, Member

24
DR. CHESTER P. SIESS, Member

+-Federal Reporters, Inc.
|

25

f DR. WILLIAM R. STRATTON, Member
.
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PROCEEDINGS-10-73 j
ff

DR. MANGELSDORF: This is a public meeting of the
2

ACRS on the subject of an operating license for Three-3

Mile Island. The applicant as a group is or are represented4

by Metropolitan Edison Company, who have served as representa-5

tives for a group of utilities in the construction and'

6

plant operation of this facility.7,

This meeting is being conducted in accordance
8

with the provisions of the General Advisory Committee Act,9

and in attendance at this meeting as the designated employee
10

is Mr. Ray Fraley, on my right, or his designated representa-Ray jj

Fraley
tive for such periods as he may be temporarily absent.from

12

the reet-i ng.
13

Th'e rules for the conduct of thic meetin'; were
j4

.

included with the notice of the meeting and provisions for
15

public participation. By that I mean any presentations
16

.

by representatives of the public, provide for notice inj7

advance. And it is my understanding that we have not*

18

received notice of intent of members of the public to prepare- -

jp
,

to present statements to this meeting.20

Consequently, they have not been scheduled and
21

( we are not expecting any. A transcript of the meeting is
22

being kept, and with that in mind, I would request that each
23

fyu, as you appear in presenting i rformation, please24
me-Federal Reporters, Inc.

introduce yourself for the benefit of the reporter and25
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please use the microphones, speaking quite directly intoI

2 the microphone, because these are high]y directional micro-

( phones t.., avcid feedback. So as to get the benefit,3 one

# must speak quite directly and fairly closely into them.

5 Transcripts of the meeting, the public part of
.

6 the meeting will be available within a few days. With that

introduction, I will call on Mr. Miller of Metropolitan7"

8| Edison Company to make what introductory remarks he cars

to make, and then proceed in introducing members of his9

organization in presenting material along the lines of a plan10

II that has been discussed with him.

12 We will enter speakers' remarks from the appli-
*

13 cant with co ments from the regulatory starr, again accord--

I4 ing to plans.
,

15 Mr. Miller.

XXXXXX MR. MILLER: My name is John Miller.16
.

I7 I am vice president of Metropolitan Edison Com-
.

IO pany and the corporate representative. I am also vice pres-

ident of production for the GPU Service Corporation with'

20 overall responsibility for al] generation within the GPU

2I Organization.

~ 22 We are quite harapy to be here today and to have

23 reached this milestone in our efforts to construct and
2 nrenare Three Mile Island for operation.

Ace-Federot Reporters, Inc.

Howard On ny right is Richard W. Ileward who is Project
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Managed for the construction effort at Three Mile Island.
1

On his right is Thomas Crimmins who is Safety and Licensing
2

3
Manacu if GPU Service Corporation.

I would also like to introduce the key people
4

from Metropolitan Edison Company involved in the operation
5

at Three Mile Island. Mr. Robert C.' Arnold, Manager of*

6

Generation of the Generation Division for Metropolitan Edison
7,

8 Company. To his left is Mr. Robert F. Jones, Manager of

Engineering, Generation Division. And to his left is
9

Jack Herbein, the Assistant Superintendent of Three Mile
10

Island, who has the primary responsibility for getting Three
11

Mile Island One ready for operation.
-

12

0 Mr. Thomas Crimmins the Safaty and Licensing
13

|
'

Tom.Manager, will be the lead spokesman.for our group.14
.

MR. CRIM*4 INS : My name is Tom Crimmins. Thank
15

XXXXX 16 you , fir. Miller.

Gentlemen, the first presentation will be given
j7

by the Project Manager, Pir. Heward, who will bring you up*

18

to date on the project status.j9
,

MR. IIEWARD: My name is Richard Heward, GPU
20

Service Corporation. The Unit One project status at the
21

( present time is as follows: The project is 93 per cent
22

23 complete. 84 per cent of the plant systems have been turned

over for testing to the Start-up and Test Group. The
24

acefederal Reporttrs. Inc. major incomplete work at this tine includes pulling of25
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cable in the reactor building which is somewhat over 50

y

per cent complete. There are a small number of valves and
2

nuclear pipe joints to be completed. The control rod
3

(
drives are being finally assembled at this time and the reac-a

tor internals have been completed and trial fit in the
5

ieactor vessel.-

6

'Ihe steam generator hydrostatic test is in
7

,

process and is presently incomplete due to some corrections
8

to the leak tightness of manways on the generators. Initial
9

fill of the reactor coolant loops is scheduled for October,
10

1973. Hot functional testing is to begin in December,
jj

fuel-holding will be in March and a 100 per cent power
22

ll i" ""D'-thiled f r July. Conmarcial eneration is scheduled
13

for August, l'974.
j4

.

MR. CRIMMINS: The next presentation will be a
15

description of the site. I will use the slide projector.end 1 16
LDR

17
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18

19.

20

21

( 22

23

24
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CR 2406 1 (Slide)

Craig 2 2 MR. CRIMMINS: Three Mile Island. site is located

( ba 1 3 in the Susquehanna River about ten miles southeast of Harris-

4 burg, Pennsylvania. This first figure which shows the south-

5 eastern portion of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania generally
.

6 locates the station.

'

7 Key landmarks to try to better . localize what you

8 are looking at here are Philadelphia, this is the Maryland-

9 Pennsylvania border, Harrisburg is right here, and the plant

7q site. For reference purposes the circle shown here is 25

11 miles in radius.
...

12 (Slide)

13 TMI is located in Londonderry about three miles
I

. 14 ! south of Middletown. The Island lies c?oser to the east shore

15 of the Susquehanna River and the York Haven Dam extends from

16 both sides of the Island to the river banks. Middletown is

17 located here. The site, York Haven Dam crosses here, and here.

4-

'18| A small hydroelectric station is associated with the York Haven
i

I*

If ' Dam at this point.

20 Other noteable features that can be seen on this

21 slide, Harrisburg International Airport is located approki-

('
22 mately two and a half miles from the site along the, in this

23 case the northeastern portion of the Susquehanna River near

24 Middletown. ]4]] ]Q8
Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 A Pennsylvania State Highway 441 and a Pennsylvania
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aig 2 1 Railroad Line run down the eastern si?e of the river and

Reba 2 2 a ?enn Central line and a small road line the western bank

3 of the river.

The low population zone is also indicated on this4

5 figure. It has a radius of two miles, 1970 population of
,

2300 ard a projected population for the -- maximum crojected
.

6

The land in the7 population for the life of the plant of 3400..

8 are.a of the site is primarily used for farming.

9 And it is relatively sparsely populated. Approxi-

10 mately 600,000 people live within 20 miles of the site. Harris-

burg with a 1970 population of 68,000 is the largest or, excuse11

is the closest of the large population centers.12 me,

13 ! You.will also note the exclusion radius on this
f

14 slide and the next slide will show that in more detail.-

15 (Slide)

16 The exclusion radius for the site is 2000 feet.
,

|
17 All of the land within the exclusion radius is owned by

,

i

18' Metropolitan Edison. The station actually occupies about

19 200 acres of the 472 acre Three. Mile Islard in this area.
.

20 Three Mile Island is owned in its entirety by Metropolitan

21 Edison, and Shelly Island is owned by the public with an

22 exception of a few acres at the southern end.

23 For reference purposes Three Mile Island is 11,000

24 feet in length and 1700 feet wide. There are two bridges

Ace-Federal Reporters. Inc.

25 from the Island that connect with Pennsylvania State Highway
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braig 2 1 441. This northern bridge is a permanent structure, includes

Reba 3 2 the railroad siding and is the -- presently used for plant

( 3 persor.el and will be the permanent access bridge for the

4 site.

5 There is elso nct shown on this figure a road that
.

.

6 runs down the length of the Island with a bridge approximately

7 this location which is currently used for the construction.

8 personnel. This road will be sealed when both units are

9 completed at this point, and the bottom portion of the Island

10 will be developed for recreational uses.

11 (Slide)
..

12 This sJide is of a photograph an'd shows more of
*

I

13 d the plant features. The plant is protected f rom flooding in

14 the Susquehanna River by a system ot dikes which surrounds.

15 | the plant. This being the upstream direction, surrounds the

16 plant here. The highest point on the dike is at the northern-
i

!
|mostpointanditis--itselevationis310feetabovemean17

,

I
18 i sealevel.

I

- |

19 The dika gradually decreases in height to approxi-

20 mately 305 feet in this area. Plant elevation is 304 feet

21 above mean sealevel. The average height of the river is 278

22 feet above mean sealevel. Unit one reactor is here. Turbine

23 building here. Unit 2 is also shown on this slide, the

24 reactor building here ard turbine building. }k}}
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25| Intake structures and the cooling towers which are
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aig 2 1 used for cooling each plant. That concludes my renarks on the

reba 4 2 site. We also have a brief presentation on the interfaces

( 3 and shared systems between units 1 and 2. Mr. Jack Herbein,

4 Assistant Plant Superintendent will give that presentation.

end 2 5
.

'
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06 1 DR. MANGELSDORF : Any questions on the site?

2 DR. MOELLER: This may be more appropriate for the
l
t

( 3 Staff. But I was curious. We have noted in a number of

the nuclear power stations that are being constructed that4

5 the Applicants are building recreational facilities nearby.
.

Has the Staff looked at this in terms of the wisdom of taking<

7 thi's approach?-

8 For public relations I am sure it is good for the

9 Applicant.

10 MR. DE YOUNG: The Staff has reviewed many of

11 the plants for recreational facilities. It has a policy that

9 12 ! it will accept such facilities provided that they can meet

13 | the criteria required by the regulations. So it has a policy

| that it is more or less in favor of' such things, provided they14 I

I

15 can meet the regulations.

16 DR. MANGELSDORF: Go right ahead.

I

17 ' MR. CRIMMINS: Mr. Herbein.
,

'

18 '|i MR. HERBEIN : Jack Herbein, Metropolitan Edison
l

19 |iI
'

Company.

20 First let me say that no engineered safety feature

21 systems are shared between Units 1 and 2.
(

22 Three Mile Island Nuclear Station Unit 1 will

23 make use of some facilities on a shared basis with Unit 2

wher Unit 2 goes into operation.24 i

Ace-Federal Reperiers. Inc. |
25 The shared components include the fire protection
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I system, the miscellaneous waste evaporator, the fuel

2 handling crane, auxiliary steam boilers and new fuel storage

f 3 facilities.

4 None of the previously mentioned shared components

5 are connected with safety features or control systems of

6 either nuclear steam supply system.

- 7 The two units were designed and built as if the

8 other did not exist.

9 Each unit has an emergency power system completely

10 independent of the other.

II In addition, all other ngineered sa::eguards and

12 ' control rooms are independent for each unit.

13 h That concludes my remarks.

i
. I4 ; DR. MANGELSDORF: Any questions on shared

i

15!i facilities?

16I (No response.)

17 | Go right ahead.
~

d
18 il MR. CRIMMINS : Thank you.

19 Mr. Herbein would a_lso give some prepared remarks'

20 on the interface between the two units and what will be done

21 to provide security and safety for Unit 1 while Unit 2 is
(

22 under construction.

23 MR. HERBEIN: The following describes our plans

24 with regard to maintenance of building sacurity and
Ace-Federal Reperters, Inc

25 | admittunce of personnel to the confines of the plant during
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I the operational phase of Unit 1 and the construction phase of

2 Unit 2.

; 3 The physical barrier used to control construction

4 personnel access will consist of an eight-foot high Cy lone

5 fence with three strands of barbed wire at the top.

* 6 Station security system facing eart, west and

7 south runs along thc top of the flood dike. The north portion-

8 encloses cooling towers and attaches to the service building.

9 This fence, along with the temporary security

10 system fencing, will be used to isolate Unit 1 from Unit 2

11 until Unit 2 construction completion.

12 Gates which form a part of the station system

13 !| fencing will normally be secured in the closed position.
'l

|

14
| The gate on the mainland side of the permanent
i

15 | access bridge at the north end -of the island will be auto-
i

16 matically controlled by a coded key system at ths gate or by

17 I a switch from the station security office.
.

18j The security office located just inside
1

19 the northeast access door to the service bu lding.i-

20
|

The northeast station security system boundaryi

I
11 entrance to the service building will be remotely controlled

(
22 from the security office.

23 The employees' entrance to the service building

24 will be automatically controlled by a coded key system.
*te-FWeral Reporters. Inc.

25 The temporary fence which is interconn q d wipp4
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'l the ;ermanent fence will completely isolate all Unit 1

2 equipment and activities from Unit 2 construction acivities.

3 All gates in the temporary fence will'e lockedc
7

4 and their keys will be kept under the shift superviso.'s

5 control.

6 A temporary barrier eight feet high and a locked

7 door will be installed at the south end of Unit 1 fuel.

8 handling building to prevent access from Unit 2 fuel handling

9 building into Unit 1.

10 All Unit 1 entrances will normally be locked

11 e. cept for the service building entrance which will have a
..

12 || guard on duty continuously.9 !!

13 In the event of an emergency requiring evacuation
i

I4 || of all construction workers from the site a distinguishable,
-

15 |9| audible alarm will be Initiated from the Unit 1 control room
'|

16 by the operatir.g shift supervisor.

17 ; This alarm will sound within the confines of

|-

18 |! Unit 1 and will, in addition, be audible toward the east
||

. 19 ' and west shores of the island and to the north and south of

20 the plant site.

21 In addition to the audible alarm, the

22 construction operating superintendent will be notified

23 of the evacuation. He, in turn, will order all construction

O 24 workers to evacuate the island via the bridge at the southern
ace Federal keporters, Inc.

25 h end of the island.
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I Should it become necessary for construction

2 personnel to enter the confines of Unit 1 while Unit 2 is

( 3 under construction, access will be permitted only through

4 manned gates where the security guard or plant personnel are

5 stationed.
.

6 At this point construction workers will be
.

7 signed in and issued appropriate identification badges by'

8 plant personnel or the security guard.

9 That concludes my remarks.

10 DR. MANGELSDORF: All right.

II DR. BENDER: When construction forces are inside

I2{
the operating reactor area, aside from the badging, are there

13 any other controls over where they are and what they are
'l
I
I

14 !| doing?
11
4

15 i MR. HERBEIN: Yes, sir. There would be in the event

16 they were required to~ enter an area where radiation exposure
i

17 I would be possible. They would be suitably badged and
d-

18 || records would be maintained.
|

|

19 ' DR. BENDER: What about the matter of whether they~

20 may enter areas where they can accidentally create an

21 operational disturbance?

22 MR. HERBEIN : Just a minute, sir.

23 (Pause.)

24 Sir, we are considering the desirability of
Ace-Federal Reporters. Inc.

25 i having them escorted at all times.
1411 016
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1 MS. HOWARD: I believe you said that, Jack, in

2 your previous statement, did you not?

( 3 MR. HERBEIN: No, I did not.

4 DR. BENDER: What does considering mean?

5 MR. HERBEIN: Just a minute, sir.
.

6 (Laughter.)
.

-

7 (Pause.)
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1 MR. HERBEIN: Sir, we will control the points that

Craig 4 2 they he.ve access to in unit 1. In the event the nature of

Deba 1 3 their work is such that an escort would be required, why, we

4 anticipate doing that.

5 DR. BENDER: Well, you haven't made clear what

*

6 criterion you would use to decide whether escorting is

7 necessary, and I think the experience that people have had
,

8 with construction personnel in operating areas is that there is

9 always the possibility that they will do something they should

10 not do.

li I wonder who would decide and how you would decide.

12
,

40R. HERBEIN: Again, I feel that this would be

O il .

13| decided by the station staff. And by that I mean that the

14 operating shift supervisor, and again it would depend strictly
.

15 on the conditions of the nature of the work that people were

16 going to resolva.

17 DR. BENDER: Couldn't you preestablish areas

~

181 where ycu would require escort?
h
|

19 MR. HERBEIN : Again I think I mentioned that I could
,

20 and certainly all the areas that could involve potential

21 exposure to the hazards of radiation would be considered.

( 22 DR. BENDER: It might be better to say you would

23 than that you could. I guess that is the point.

24 MR. MILLER: Sir, I can say that we will.
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.
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baig 4 1 DR. MOELLER: He mentioned in the event of an

Reba 2 2 emergency tnat the construction workers would leave by the

3 bridge at the south end of the Island. I understood there-

4 were two bridges over to the Island from the mainland. Can

5 you visualize.c'rcumstances where it would not be wise to
,

6 leave by the bridge at the south end?

'

7 MR. HERBEIN: Yes, sir, and I think particularly

8 in the condition where some construction workers were perhaps

9 within the confines of unit 1 and escorted as I think we just

10 agreed they would be. In this particular case we envision

s 11 that the construction workers would leave with the visi_ tors
12 and vendors and non-essential plant personnel by the northg

1

13 i! access to the Island, off the north bridge.

14 DR. MOELLER: Well, is there anything in your

15 emergency instrumentation that would tell you which is the

16 better route to take? Or are there restrictions or something

.

that makes it necessary for a group to leave by a particular17

18 bridge?

'

19 MR. HERBEIN: Well, the people involved on unit

20 2 would logically traverse the south bridge, not having to

21 pass by the unit 1 reacto*. building, whereas the people,

\

22 involved in work on unit 1 would leave by the north bridge,

23 again, avoiding the unit 1 reactor building.

24 DR. MANGELSDORF: Does that answer your cuestion
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.
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DR. MOELLER: Not necessarily, but it is adequatefaig4 1

Reba 3 2 for the moment.

( 3 DR. MANGELSDORF: Okay. Any other questions?

4 Then go right ahead.

5 MR. CRIMMINS : Sir, in response to a question
.

from the committee, Mr. Bob Arnold will give the makeup and6

7 qualifications of our safety committee.'

8 MR. A~NOLD: Robert Arnold of the Metropolitan

9 Edison Company. Four years ago we established two safety

committees, one at the corporate level and one at the plant10

11 staff level. The corporate safety committee, general office

12 review board, presently has 11 members. These members are

13htakenfromtheGPUServiceCorporation,'managementstaff,

14 |i Metropolitan Edison management posit' ions, consultants from
,

|
Babcock & Wilcox, and also consultant from Pickard-Lowe15

16 Asso6iates.
.

Within this group of 11 people they have an average17
.

nuclear experience of approximately 15 years with a minimum18

~

19 of seven, ranging up to 30 years. They cover all areas

20 of expertise recommended for the safety committee by the

21 National Standards Institute Guide 18.7. At the plant site

( the safety committee there has five supervisory site personnel22

23 assigned, assistant superintendent, station engineer, super-

24 visor of operations, supervisor of maintenance, and the
Ace-Federal Reporters. Inc.

25', nuclear engineer.
| 1411 020
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Sg4 1 These five people have an average experience in

Reba 4 2 the nuclear field of 7 and a half years. In addition to those

( 3 five site supervisors there are two members assigned who

4 are also members of the general office review board. Those

5 two people have 15 or more years of experience in the nuclear
,

6 field.

.

7 For specific meetings, other supervisory personnel

8 such as the radiation protection supervisor or the chemistry

supervisor are brought in as appropriate for the particular9

10 meeting in progress. All minutes of the plant committee are

II forwarded to the general office review board, and the coordina-

12 tion between these groups is maintained at a very close level.
*

I

13 J That concludes my remarks.

14 DR. MANGELSDORF: Questions?-

15 DR. KERR: Has the staff looked at this committee

16 and do 3.u have comments on the adequacy?

17 MR. BERNERO: Bernero, Licensing. The section of
.

18' the technical specifications which includes the constitution
.

39 of both these committees which were mentioned is the one

20 outstanding section of the technical specifications we covered.

21 Our requirements which are based on broad standards,
<

(
22 industry standards, our published guides were transmitted

23 to the Applicant. They have implemented, they told us they

24 have implemented a constitution of committees that will
Ace Federal Reporters. Inc.

25 satisfy our standards but we have not yet seen it.
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I was offered the opportunity to meet with theCraig 4 1

Reba 5 2 Applicant on this subject just recently. I.had to decline

l because of the burden of the meetings here. But next week
3

we are scheduled to meet on next Thursday,in fact, on this4

5 very subject.
.

I expect that their committees will in general6

'

7 certainly meet our requirements because we have been quite

8 clear in what requirements there are. There may be some

minor alterations to the voting rights and so forth which is9

10 not uncommon.

11 MR. ARNOLD: We do not anticipate any difficulty

12 in satisfying the AEC Staff that we entirely fulfill their

13 criteria. .

14 DR. MOELLER: It was stated that the Health-

15 Physics Supervisor would attend- the safety committee meetings

16 from time to time. I'also note, in regulatory guide 8.8

17 that this person should -- the Chief of Radiation Protection
.

18 should be responsible to someone at a high management level
.

19 and he should not be part of the operations or production

20 oriented divisions.

I wondered if this was true at Three Mile Island.21<

(
22 MR. ARNOLD: That recommendation within that guide

23 we are not organized in accordance with at this time. The

24 Health Physics area is covered by station staff personnel
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 who are directly responsible to the station management people.
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Saig4 We do have staffing requirements on the MetropolitanI

Edison Company home office staff for personnel with expertiseReba 6 2

l 3 in this area.

Could I ask if the staff is reviewing4 DR. MOELLER:

.
this situation?S

6 MR. BERNERO: Yes. I might add that we do accept

the reporting chain where the Hadiation and Health Physics
.

7

Engineer or whatever title is used at a station reports at8

the station superintendent or assistant superintendent level,9

10 and is not considered part of the shift staff in the sense

that the operation supervisor, so that if the company has bothIl

i

12yahomeofficeandasitecapability,thatthiscanbeacceptablc
-

13|j| to report at the station superintendent or assistant superin-
i

I4 tendent level.'

15 DR. MANGELSDORF: Other questions? Herb, is this

a good time to get a statement from the Staff on the QA16

.
program, or when did you have that planned?17

18 DR. ISBIN: This would be a good time.
. We have requested that the Staff19 DR. MANGELSDORT:

give us their appraisal of the QA prograra and this seems20

21 like a reasonable time to introduce it, if you are ready,

22 Bob.

23 MR. BERNERO: Yes, I am ready. And I was prepared

I can24 to address all of the outstanding items in a sequence.
Ace-Federal Reporters. Inc.

| single out that and do it first, which ever you prefer.25
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raig 4 1 DR. MANGELSDORF: Why don't you gr. .thead with the

Reba 7 2 QA7

3 MR. BERNERO: The quality assurance program for this.

site, we can divide it into two phases and I will do them4

5 in reverse order. I will do the operational QA program first
.

6 and then the construction QA program. Their operational QA

.

7 program has been furnished to us in draft form. It is under

8 review at this time and prior to licensing we will assure our-

9 selves that they have an adequate operational QA program in

10 accordance with appendix B. The implementation of that program

11 of course will be a matter of surveillance by the Regulatory

Operations Regional Staff.
.

i

! Turning new to the construction QA program, the'

history of the project was such that we gave a great deal' -

15 of attention to the quality assurance program. We believe

16 they have an adequately constituted program at this time.

,

However, I would like to mention that in construction there17 i

18 are surveillance matters which continue to be of concern and
.

19 one which I would like to single out for your attention be-

20 cause of previous experiences on another project.

21 In the surveillance area, the Applicant is at the
(

present time stressing the reactor building, that is,22

23 tightening the tendons in the building. And the procedures

the Applicant uses allows up to a quarter of an inch recession24
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25!! of the tendon bearing plates. In the t ' dons which have been.
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ig 4 1 stressed to date, the recessions have been measured up to

about sixty percent of the allowable or specified value.Reba 8 2

OurI 3 Something less than point 15 inches is the worst case.

concern deriving from experience with these tendons and reces-4

sion of these plates on another project has led to an inquiry5
.

6 to the Applicant, first of all, the Staff, the Regulatory

operations Staff by the way is the lead in this matter, the.

7

Staff is concerned that the specification may indeed be not8

9 sufficiently conservative.

10 And a suggestion was made to the Applicant that

while he hac all the equipment on site and available to him,11

12 that he should cut off or so-to-speak peel a couple of the
.' .

13 l greatest recession plates and examine underneath to confirm
I

14 the phenomenon measured. The Applicant, because of the effort

involved, prefers first to meet with the Staff to justify15 i

16|
the basis of his specifications of point 25 inches as an

I

17 allowable recession.
,

18 So at this time we are to meet with the Applicant

to discuss the specifications,.and the outcome of that meeting.

19

20 of course, may lead to one or the other of the possible

21 actions indicated. And -- question?

(
22 DR. MANGELSDORF : Go ahead.

23 MR. BERNERO: I have no further remarks on QA.

24 DR. MANGELSDORF: Any questions, Mike?
Ace-Federal Repcrters, Inc.

25 ; DR. BENDER: The Staff as I understand it is
1
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1 considerina invoking the new ANSI standard on constructionbaig4
Is thatReba 9 2 quality assurance for operational quality assurance.

I 3 new standard being reviewed for this plant?

4 MR. BERNERO: I could not answer that. I don't know.

5 The only requirement and commitment we have in this case is
.

6 appendix B.
'

7 DR. BENDER: As I understand it there is a new

8 safety guide that is on its way. It is being published.

9 MR. BERNERO: No, the fact that it was not explicit

10 in previous actions regarding this matter makes me suspect

11 that we are not invoking it in this case.
..

12 DR. SEISS: I would like to explore with the
j

*

Il

13!) Staff and/cr the Applicant this question of the tendong bearing
1

| plate movements. Is this an appropriate time or should we14- -

15 defer that?

16 DR. MANGELSDORF: As far as I know. Go right ahead'.

17 MR. BERNERO: Yes, do it now I would suggest.
.

18 DR. SEISS: You said their specification was that

.

19 a quarter of an inch movement of the bearing plate was

20 ccceptable?

1411 7263
21 MR. BERNERO: Yes.

7
(

22 DR. SEISS: Quarter of an inch with respect to

23 what, with respect to the concrete immediately adjacent to it?

24 MR. BERNERO: May I stop at this moment and turn
Ace-Federal Re,,oners, Inc.

25 the microphone over to someone more qualified to speak, Mr.

!
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eig4 Beratan of the Regulatory Operations Staff?
1

Reba 10 2 MR. BERATAN: I can't answer the question. I think

that I will have to ask the Applicant to answer it.I 3

4 DR. SEISS: Before I ask him, movements on the

order of a tenth of an inch or more were observed you said.
.

5

MR. BERATAN: Yes, point one four three I think.
6

.

DR. SEISS: Were those observed in the plate with
7

8 respect to the adjacent concrete?

9 MR. BERATAN: Yes.

10 DR. SEISS: How were they measured?

11 MR. BERATAN: They put a bar across and put some

Doyle gauges on and took readings from the'Doyle gauges.12 g

13 DR..SEISS: Were these moveracnts that occurred

14 during prestressing?
I

15 MR. BERATAN : During and after prestressing.

16 DR. SEISS: How long a period after?

MR. BERATAN: Immediately after.
||.

17
|

18 ! DR. SEISS: These are 170 wire quarter inches ---

19 MR. BERATAN: Yes, they are the big tendons..

,

'i

20 DR. SEISS: What are they prestressing to, eight'

tenths of ultimate and then backing off?21

22 MR. BERATAN: Backing off.

23 DR. MONSON: Compared to the other plants you

24 referred to, isn't this amount to ---

Ace-Federo! Reporters. Inc.

25 |
MR. BERATAN: It is a little in excess, with the
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exception of one or two plates, the rest of the recessions wereraig 4 I

a matter of a couple sixty-fourths of an inch.
Reba 11 2

Those tendon bearing plates on Calvert' 3 DR. SEISS:

Cliffs with that much movement when removed did show voids.4

.
5 MR. BERATAN: Significant voiding.

How was the concrete placed behindDR. BENDER:6
.

7 these?
The concrete was poured and the con-MR. BERATAN:8

crete was raised up to the upper side of the bearing plate
9

so there was potential for entrapment of air.10

What is the size of the bearing plates?
Il DR. SEISS:

MR. BERATAN: 14 by 14 by about -- four inch plate,4

12 ;

l'13.| three and three-quarters, four inches,
,i

DR. SEISS: I guess I WL'11d like to address a1

14 i

i

|
15 I question to the Applicant.

16 DR. ISBIN: There is a correction.

.
17 MR. NODLAND: I would like to correct a number,

h I think it was set it was 14
18 the size of the bearing plate.

That dimension is 20 and a half by 20 and a half by.

19 inches.

three and three-quarter inches thick.20

Could you give me the basis for the
. 21 DR. SEISS:
(

specification which permits a quarter inch local movement22

of the bearing plate as being acceptable? ]4}} i)28
23

How that was arrived at? And what would be the
24

Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.|

25' source of such a movement relative to the concrete adjacent
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raig 4 1 to it?

Reba 12 2 MR. NODLAND: We have installed Doyle gauges, two

3 diametrically opposite the center of the bearing plate. And'

'

4 measurements are taken to the concrete, adjacent concrete

5 that is not moving. And this was proposed during the writir.g
.

6 of these work procedures, to have a control over excessive

7 displacement based on a problem we know of existed.'

8 DR. SEISS: How did you arrive at a figure of

9 a quarter inch as not being excessive? This is a local dis-

lP acement.10

11 MR. NODLAND: That is correct.
,

12 DR. SEISS: And a quarter of an inch, even if it
_

13 extends ever considerable depth, corresponds to very large

;4| strain. If a quarter inch deformation occurred over a 25-

15 inch depth that is a strain of point 01, which is obviously

16 an excessive strain even for confined concrete.

17 And this strain could not occur over a very
I

'1
181 great depth, or you would have the concrete adjacent to the

i
I

.

|platemovingdownalso. You are talking about a displacement19

20 of the plate relative to the concrete immediately next to it,

21 which suggests that the deformation that leads to that dis-
7
\

P acement is very local beneath the plate which of coursel22

23 correlates with the findings on the Calvert Cliffs.

24 I am interected in how you crived at a quarter
Ace Federal Reporten. Inc.

25 of an inch as being acceptable. j 4 j j |%
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raig 4 1 MR. NODLAND: We wanted to use and measure as

Reba 13 2 indicating where further study and investigation should be

( 3 made on a situation where we have lost large displacement. We

did not -- we do not expect under normal -- under the normal4

condition as we know to have displacement of this magnitude.
5

.

It is a long measure that we have to do something.6

-

7 Wa ' ave to investigate and find out what is wrong and take,

8 corrective action. The question I believe you are asking

9 is how far can we go up to point 25 inches before we have

10 problems.

11 Is point 2 acceptable? Is point 17 inches acceptabic ?
,

12 Or what? Most of the bearing plate of displacement, I believe

'l
13 !! less than a tenth of an inch. Several of them, in the order

I
14i of five hundreds of an inch..

15 DR. SEISS: Let me say this. Both on the basis

16 of those calculations I can make and on the basis of experience

17 I that we have gained from another plant that confinns those
I

|l
|

18 calculations, if there is complete fill, complete contact of

|
'

19 ! concrete beneath the bearing plate, a movement of even a tenth
|

20 of an inch or perhaps something that large relative to the

21 immediately adjacent concrete, this should not occur.

22 There is just no way for it to occur by compressing

23 the concrete below. It involves too high a stress compared

24 to the stress you have, too large a strain compared to the
Ace-Federal Reporters, he. |

25 I stress you have. So I would think that any movement of the

l 1411 030i
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Sg4 order of a tenth of an inch, and certainly without any question
1

whatosever, movement of the order of a quarter of an inchReba 14 2

would indicate that you did not have complete bearing, and that
3

there had been some overstress, considerable overstress of4

the concrete immediately beneath the bearing plate.
.

5

So I don't quite see how you arrived at your
6

criterion that if you only had a quarter of an inch, every-.

7

That certainly was not true from the experience
8 thing was fine.

9 at Calvert Cliffs.

MR. NODLAND: I recognize that, that a quarter
10

inch displacement is a value that we better stay away from.11

If we do have displacement close to this value, obviously12

i These are going into plastic,13 ! there is local. high stress values.
P

d and there is re-
14 i a certain amount of crushing takes place,-

distribution of stresses underneath the bearing plate.
15

And new equilibrium exists that then will be
16

within an elastic condition. So a certain amount of this
.

17

The question is how much| phenomenon is bound to take place.18

And we believe the value chosen in this case.

is too much.19

also keeping in mind that the load on the bearing plate,20

stressing it up to 80 percent of ultimate and releasing it --
21

(
seeding at 70, then seeded and anchored, the hearing plate22

and the concrete beneath it has seen an experienced maximum23

This size of load or these kinds of24 load it will ever have.
or structural integrity testActFederal Repcrters. Inc.

25 | stresses, even under an accident
1411 03!
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aig 4 1
the increase in load under the bearing plate, if we have --

during construction and integrity test will be fairly small.Reba 15 2

I 3 DR. SEISS: I think I can agree with you if every-

thing is as you have postulated.it. If I had a quarter inch
4

void beneath the bearing plate and it depressed into that5
.

I don't think
6 void, then contacted completely sound concrete,

I would be concerned about anything except what it might have.

7

done to the tendon trumpet which we like to have intact in8

9 order to protect against corrosion.

10 But I don't know that there is any assurance

simply because the movement has been point 14 inches that11

12 you had the conditions you have described. You have no way of
g ~

Y13 d knowing whether there might be very deep voids there, and

14 that you have only flattened out the peaks and come to an.

15 i equilibrium condition, and those voids might give you some

16 trouble later on.

Of what type, I don't care to speculate. It just
17

, ,

i

18 d seems to me you don't know what is under there, you don't
li
|

-

19 ||know what has caused this. You have postulated a cause which

20 if it is correct, probably leads to a structure that is in

reasonably good shape. But there are other things that could21
,

(
22 be there, and I think you need to find out. I understand

23 the Staff has indicated that they would like for you to look

24 at a couple of these. This is what the Staff wanted then on
Ace Federal Reporters. Inc.

25 | Crivert Cliffs, and I don't think anybody was too happy
1411 032
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aig 4 1 at what they found when they looked at it. They did not get

the kind of comfort that you seem to get from your postulatedReba 16 2

' 3 conditions.

4 MR. NODLAND: I would like to discuss this if you

5 please with Mr. Howard.
.

6 (Pause)
.

end 4 7

8'

9
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1 mil MR. IIEWARD: As Mr. Bernero pointed out, we do

2 intend to meet with the Staf f and discuss the matter. He

expressed his interest to do this prior to the meeting andi

4 The initial reaction I had to pulling two plateswe agreed.

5 of f was one that I have in the past pulled plates of f on my owr

initiative for suspicious reasons, and to this date have not
~

6

7 in that the concrete underneath thehad any reason to do so,*

8 plates nave been satisfactory.

Now, the Calvert Cliffs experience has been dis-9

10 cussed there, but it has not been discussed essentially
11 thorough enough for me to feel that I understand it because I

_

12]
understood the deflections there were considerably in excess

of what we are looking at. However, we will talk to the Staff13

14 about it and proceed in a proper fashion.
.

15 I think.at Calvert Cliffs some wereDR. SEISS:

16
considerably in excess. And that led to a little stronger

17 recommendation 4 hat they remove plates. I might say they were

~

18 equally reluctant to remove plates, at least for the first
19 I don't think there was too muchone. After the first one,

20 reluctance, after they found something.
21

DR. MANGELSDORF: I gather that the point has
/

\ 2'9 been made, and that the Applicant and Staf f agree that this
23

needs to be reviewed further.O 24 Under the worst possible conditic ns
DR. ETnERINGTON:

McJederal Repervers, Inc.

25 of nonsupport the plate would bend, wouldn't it?
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I MR. NODLAND: Would you repeat the gutstion?

DR. ETHERINGTON: Under the worst possible condi-2

( tion of nonsupport, say supported at the end, the plate
4 would bend, wouldn't it?

5 MR. NODLAND: Yes, definitely.
.

DR. ETHERINGTON: Has there been any measured bendj ng6

7
in the plate?.

8 MR. NODLAND: Not to my knowledge.

9 DR. ETHERINGTON: Has it been te sted for bending,

10 measured, I mean, for bending, straight edge across the
11

plate?
-

12 MR. NODLAND: These displacement we are talking
~

13I
! about here --

14 DR. ETHERINGTON: I understand that you are
.

15 tulking about, but I am over and above that.
16 MR. NODLAND: No, we have not.

17 DR. ETHERINGTON: The question really was did you

18 measure to see if it had bent or not?
19

MR. NODLAND: No, we did not measure that.

20
DR. MANGELSDORF: Any other comments on this

21
subject? Let's proceed with the next subject.

( 22 MR. BERNERO: Mr. Chairman, yes, I would --xxx

DR. MANGELSDORF: This is by the Staff. Go ahead.

24
MR. BERNERO: Yes, I would like to comment on

-:c Federol Reporters, Inc.

25 the other matters which we consider as resolving or outstanding.
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This particular case we have reviewed with the ApplicantI3 mil

the question of high energy line ruprure outside containment.2

And the combination of that review and discussion with the3
t

the Applicant has filed his amendment on this4 Applicant,

subject documenting that they have reviewed the plant in5

We have thattotal following the Staff required criteria.
.

6

amendment under review at this time and will write a report" 7

The changes involved in the plant due to
8 on it~ shortly.

consideration of high energy line rupture outside containment9

10 are relatively few in number.
As I mentioned in the case yesterday, the question11

If you follow the letter of
12 1af the letdown line came up.

I letdown minus
13

|
the criteria, one perhaps ought to contider the

to treaL
a cold water line, but we required the ApplicantId

.

it as a hot water line due to the change in heat exchange15
And

prcperties tha.t would ensue if you had a full break.16

modification in the area of the letdown line was found to beI7

necessary to protect some cable waste , a pipe whip question.18

The Applicant has agreed to make this change.* 19

The only other changes are in the intermediate20

This is an aircraft hardened structure which is21 building.
h

on the side of the reactor building, generally opposite t e
,

( 22

And it is the building which contains
3 auniliary building.

h
the reactor building penetrations and lead-off lines for t e24

main steam lines and the feed water lines and the like.
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
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4 mil

I This plant is a two-loop plant. It has, however, four main

2 steam lines penetrating or leaving containment. They run

3 in the intermediate building along with the feed water
(

The emerA And with the emergency feed water systems. -

system.

gency feed water system components are located in the lower5

.

6 reaches of this intermediate building. A number of changas

were determined to be necessary within the building with*

respect to the addition of pipe restraints and barriers.0

These are relatively routine matters and post no significant9

However, in one10 problem in identification or resolution.
11 area, the main steam lines as they leave the reactor

building go into the intermediate building through very
~

small subcor.partments.
l

14 As I said before, this is an aircraft hardened
.

15 It has a roof that is of the order of fivestructure.

feet thick, and the partitions within the building are of16

17 the order of three feet thick. In these small subcompartments

.

two of the four subcoroartments, the two smallest, are of18

such small size that it is possible that even such thick19
,

c~ncrete partitions could be over-pressured by a double-20

2i ended rupture of the main steam line. These compartments

( are so tight that we agreed with the Applicant that it22

would not be reasonable to require encapsulation of the linc

because the mechanical problems of installing an encapsulating24
-:,Jederar a,por,,,,, inc.

25' sleeve or device might indeed cause an unknown stressI
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9 5 mil I distribution because of the very cramped nature of the

2
compartment. The structure itself is a hardened one. And to

' '

sta c cutt.n3 away concrete to provide vent area just flies in

4
.e face of reason because of the other requirement. So we

.s

. accepted the proposal that enhanced in service inspection
~

6
would provide sufficient assurance of the integrity of these

'

7
Jritical welds in these subcompartments. These two subcom-

8
partments. And the tech specs will so require.

9
The Applicant has agreed to provide a 100 percent

10
volumetric inspection of these welds at every cold shutdown,

11
although not to exceed once every six months. If there are

any questions in that area, I would like to treat them now.

13!
I DR. BENDER: Have you established with the

*

Applicant some plan for checking the thermal movement of the

15
piping. systems and verifying that it is in accord with the

16
design and that proper restraints are properly working?

MR. BERNERO: Yes, we have. There is in every.

18
case that we have, a review of the start-up and test program

'

19 -

with respect to this. And vibration.

20
DR. BENDER: Who will do this inspection?

21
MR. BERNERO: Well, the Applicant would have to say(

22
who.

DR. BENDER: Which of the Applicant's staff? Will

24
his own personnel do it or the architect -- jfjj }}gAce-Federal Reporters, Inc,

25
MR. BERNERO: I would have to turn that question te

,
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P00R ORGINAL, _ ,

2 MR. HEWARD: This will be done by the start-up

I 3 and test organization at the site which is un. der our direc-

4 tion.

5 DR, BENDER: What information will you receive
.

6 from the designers as a basis for detemining?

'

7 MR. HEWARD: I am not prepared to say.

8 DR. BENDER: Well --

9 MR. HEWARD: I don't have that information right

10 now to give you.

II DR. BENDER: Do you have some plans for getting it?

I2 MR. HEWARD: Mr. Behen advises me that Gilbert

13 y ?.ccociatcc, the engineer, will have piping engineerc with the

* Id start-up and test people that are the system de"igners and

15 provide this information to them.

16 DR. BENDER: It is unlike you will be able to

I7 directly simulate all the thermal effects that have to be
.

18I accounted for in the design. How would one plan to verify

I9 the thermal movements?

20 DR. MANGELSDORF: We are not receiving you well on

2I this end.

22 DR. BENDER: Do you want to repeat the question?

I will appreciate iu.) kll h23 DR. MANGELSDORF:

24
9*

ace-Federal Repor+ers, ine. |
I

25 [ unlikely that you could simulate all of the thermal movement
't
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97 mil
.

I that had to be accounted for by design, how would one

2 verify this in the preoperational testing?

3 DR. MANGELSDORF: Okay. .

4 MR. BEHEN: The conventional way of doing this is

.
to check the pipe in the cold position to verify that theS

6 stops in the hangers are removed and the hangers have
.

7 freedom, to heat up the pipes and then to visually inspect

8 and check by measurement to see that the movements in the

9 respective ha.ngers are correct, that the hangers are not

10 buckling, that they have moved and they have moved in the

Il general magnitude that we expect. .-

12 E. also check where a pipe comes through a sleevei

'l
13 that therc is freedom in that sleeve or chat restreint, or

i

I4 that snubber.
*

15 DR. BENDER: Unless the pipe comes to the
,

|16 temperature which you have spegified for in -- over the rangei

|

I7 ||
of conditions for which you design, you can't be certain

.

18 '|
l

| that it is behaving all right merely because it is free after
.

I9 it ic expanded. You wo ld have to have some prediction

20 of how much movement it will have at a particular temperature.

21 Will you have a table or some kind of tabu'.ation

22 that shows how much movement you expect at each point of

}k\23 restraint?

24 MR. BEHEN: We will ha're to have something of
a:e-Federal Reporters. Inc.

25 that magnitude, but I would like to point out that what we
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P00R ORMA
8 mil I check this for is for the operating conditions and for not

2 the higher design condition.

I
DR. BENDER: You have to check it for the design

# condition for which it is designed in some way.

0
. MR. BEHEN: Design temperature is usually a rounded

6 off number of the operating temperature.
*

7' DR. BENDER: Yes, but the thermal expansion is a

8 function of the maximum temperature which the pipe is l_xely

9 to see,for example.

10 MR. BEHEN: I believe the curve you are talking

11 .about extrapolated would satisfy that purpose, could it not?
121

|| DR. BENDER: It could be interpolated rather than

h'i13
jj extrapolated', but you would have lo do the interpolation.
I,

14 4
MR. BEHEN: Interpolating from --

15 4
h DR. BENDER: If the temperature doesn't happen to go
4

16 h|as high as you predicted in design during the hot testing,i

17 |4q| and some portions of it probably won't ---

18 |h:
4 MR. BEHEN: I see your concern, that you will not

.

19 reach normal operating temperatures duru j . tot functional.
20

DR. BENDER: I would be surprised if you did in sore

( cases.

22 MR. BEHEN: In some cases, I think that's correct.

DR. BENDER: That is all. Thank you.

24
DR MtNGELSDORF: That covers your point?

4e-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 b
411 041DR. BENDER: Yes.

4
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O 9 mil i DR. MANGELSDORF: Bob, where does that leave us on

2 resolving items?

The only one I would remark on now isi
3 MR. BERNERO:

the question which we discussed at such length yesterday on fuel4

' 5 densification. In this plant, the Applicant has submitted

their final first cycle fuel densification report including6
.

They have used the Staff recommended model7 the as built data.
The review is underway.

8 for that evalustion in that report.

They have also furnished the draft version of their proposed9

alterations to technical specifications due to the fuel10

Il densification analysis. However, that draft version.does not

12 V
include these most recent mattera witl} respect to moderator

d
13 temperaturc Occfficient. The Applicant agreed yesterday and

1

14 may indeed address that today, to provide a technical*

specification on moderator temperature coefficient with15 i

respect to limitation of power as long as the moderator16

k17 ' coefficient is positive.-

And making more explicit or making explicit in18
,

the technical specification, the kilowatt per foot or peaking19

20 factor equation and definition.

And, lastly, the matter of the design transient21
(

hold period, of hcw we discussed yesterday the 100 percent22

and therto 30 percent and back-up would involve a hold at 80,23

1411 042
24 the use of the in-cores to determine that.

Ate Fedecol Reporters, Ir. . j

25 DR. OKRENT: A couple 2estions along this line.
i
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. P00R BRIGM
10 mil 1 With regard to the moderator coefficient, it is my recollec-

2 tion that the bulk of the analyses reported by the Applicant

( 3 used a negative coefficient. You have used the term " positive "

4 to its zero moderator coefficient in your latest test discussi on

.
5 as a region in which power might be reduced. Do you have

6 either the Applicant's or your own analyses for a zero
.

7 moderator coefficient as compared to a negative one?

8 Mh. BERNERO: I believe some of the S&W representa-

9 tives can better answer this. But they displayed the

10 results of some analysis for the effect of the change in

Il moderator coefficient on a continuous basis, from the -

12
,

slightly positive through the zero and into the negative regim e.

h
13 d It ic my undcrctanding that they will prcacnt adcquate

|
14 analysis to support the technical specification which'

15 will say words to the effect that, do not exceed X percent

16 power unless the moderator temperature coefficient is zero or

17 minus..

18
,

DR. OKRENT: So there is more information that you
- 1

19 are going to review yet in this regard?

20 MR. BERNERO: Yes , that is my understanding. Perhap i

(
B&W could amplify on it, to the character of it. }k}} b42I

22 MR. GLEI: Greg Glei, Babcock & Wilcox. Yes,

23 Mr. Bernero's explanation is correct. I believe at the

24 subcommittee meeting earlier this week, we did parameterize
Ace-Federal Reporters. Inc. g;

25 | for the worst loss-of-coolant accident on the moderator

h
i
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Ilimil coefficient. I believe it was analyzed from a ranie of a

2 negative 1.8 up to a positive plus nine times 104
3

( Delta K over K degree F temperature coefficient. And it is

#
my understanding that we will supply, as the Staff indicated,

5 this information or the results of this analysis to them
.

6 for their review in establishing the tech specs.

7*

DR. OKRENT: Could you tell me for a specific break

8 what the effect was going from minus 1.8 to plus .9?

9 I thought he might have it handy.

10
MR. GLEI: Yes, I do. The calculation for the

11
worst cold leg break, this is 8.5 square foot break, at a

,

12 4moderator coefficient of a negative l.8 times 10 the peaki
,

i _

13 |"| kilowatt per. foot which gave you the approx.imately 2300
i |

14 I
degree limit was 18.1 kilowatts per foot. At the positive.

15 h plus nine moderator coefficient the tem-- 10 the resultant
4

,

16
maximum kilowatt per foot was 17.5.

;

i

17
| DR. OKRENT: Thank you. If I can continue with
I.

181|' the Staff.

'

DR. MANGELSDORF: Go ahead.

20
DR. OKRENT: Is the Staff -- does the Staff have

21
independent confirmation of the analyaic of the -- this class

22
of reactor over a spectrum of postulated loss-of-coolant

accidents? 4}} Qkk
24

MR. DE YOUNG: As I understand the Staff reviewedMe-Federal Reporters, Inc.;
!25 ,

| this matter yesterday, and as I recall, they said they did

ii

!:!,
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have independent calculations for a spectrum of breaks.I12 mil

2 DR, OKRENT: I guess I will have to go back.

I couldn't recall that that in fact was the situation.
/

3

# And this is partly why I am --

-

5|
MR. DE YOUNG: We could check by a call.

DoesCould I ask another question?0 DR. OKRENT:

the Staff with regard to the control on what is called
.

imbalance as an operating condition so one does not exceed8

limiting heat rating with regard to loss-of-coolant accident9

is the Staff going to independently examine the10 conditions,

-- not only the proposed limitations, but the bases for the11

12'I proposed limitations and verify to its satisfaction the
:

h

13 || technical ba'ck- up?

Yes, the Staff will indeed verify thch
14 h MR. BERNERO:

-

i
I

15 | basis for the so-called shaded area and the alarms associated
d

i

#

One of the outstandi.ng items of this matter I allude d
16(3 with it.

b

to earlier is just that. The basis for it. And the Staff
'

4
18 9

4 will so do.
. l

i When you say you will do this, do~

19 '
t DR. OKRENT:

! independently
you mean that in fact you will look into the,20

-- look independently into the calculations one has to do21
(

and the error estimates and so forth one has to do in22

-}k}k b
establishing this?

I think that's -- I would condi-24 MR. BERNERO: Yes,
Ace-Federoi Reporters, Inc

25 ? I don't know that that necessarily means
tion the answer.
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~

13 mil I we would do an independent calculation ourselves. I would

2 have to refer to the appropriate technical staff for that.

3 But we will look into the method of calculation, and the.

4 error analyses necessary to have confidence in that

5 5 calculation.
.

6

-

7

8

9

10

11
.-

I
.

13|j .

i

. I4|
|

15'

16

17
- t

18!

'l
~

19 '

20

21

(
22

24 )h\*ce-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 |
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1

406 DR. ISBIN: In this regard may I ask the Applicant's

2 position with reference to alarms on the shaded area?

MR. CRIMMINS: The Applicant has hdicated to the

# Staff that we will provide a tech spec that will include

5 limits and monitoring requirements for the imbalance
.

6 measurement.

7 We also have indicated that we will accomplish

8 this monitoring by the use of computer calculations which will
9 be alarmed, or by a manual calculation of the imbalance

10 in the absence of an alarm.

'
| DR. ISBIN: Would you mind going over that.again

and giving us a little more detail as to what you maan?
13 b MR; r.RT MMTMS : Sir. the plant computer system which

i!
Id calculates the imbalance and displays it will have an alarm

4
15 associated with it, and this will be a system on the plant.

I

16 DR. KERR: You refer to calculating the imbalance.
If

I7 Is the input from the ex-core or the in-core detectors you
. i

!

18 || are using to calculate this imbalance?
I

MR. CRIMMINS: Those inputs are from the ex-core

'
20

detectors. The operator also has available the --

21 (Pause.)

22 MR. CRIMMINS : Sir, I just annted to verify this.

For the purpose of the manual calculation the

- :e-Federal Reporters. n.

25 in-cores.

0 .1411 04 7
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1 DR. KERR: You do plan to make use .of the informa-
2

tion from the in-cores to verify power distribution in the
3 core?

.

4
MR. CRIMMINS: That's correct.

5 MR. HERBEIN: We intend to do that. We intend to
.

6 verify power distribution in the core using the in-core
7 detectors. That is true..

8 DR. KERR: Thank you.
9 DR. ISBIN: Coming back to the alarms from the

10
do you need to go through the computer to provide theex-core,

II alarm?1

12
MR. CRIMMINS: Yes, sir. This will be cn alarm on.

.U i the computer. That's correct.
,

14 DR. ISBIN: May I ask the Staff: is this what
|

151|
-

1 was envisioned for the other cases, too?
16

MR. BERNERO: Yes, indeed, it is. This is what web,i
17 '| envision for the administrative alarms we spoke of in thei

.

18 i

i

l' shaded area, that they will be computer alarms, with the --
19|

for those occasions where the computer may be down there is
.

20 the so-called manual backup available.
2I

DR. MANGELSDORF: Mike?
( 22

DR. BENDER: Can the Staff say what it has done to
23

evaluate the adequacy of the operation -- of the operator
24

wed, ol Reperters. Inc.
|

training with respect to the understanding of alarms and rodi

25
q programming, control rod programming?

}kkk3
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I
MR. BERNERO: The Staff, of course, licenses all

2 of the operators. For this project they have not had their
3 tests yet. They usually don't have the licensing tests until
4

fairly late in the game, prior to full load, and they are
5

tested extensively against the operating procedures, the
-

6
technical specifications, the emergency procedures.

7
Our examination is actually composed from their,

8
proce'dures and their technical specifications.

9
DR. BENDER: They are prepared by whom for this

10 reactor?

Il s

MR. BERNERO: The tec.h specs, of course, you are
12 j familiar with.9 But the operating procedures, depending onIl

13}i the equipment or systems involved,9 are preparad by contractors-

f*

14|| and, in draft form,
p and given to the station staff to detail,-

15 and to review and approve. But they are applicant-furnished
16

procedures, these detailed operating procedures,i

ll
Il

17 || DR. BENDER: That has not been done yet, but youI,

li-

18 4 plan to do it?
6

i

19 | MR. BERNERO: No.
,

In fact Jack Herbein might
20

know right off the top of his head what the scheduled date
21 is. But I would suspect it is sometime this fall.

( 22
MR. HERBEIN: Make sure I understand you, sir. Are

23
you interested in just when we will take our examinations for

24
| license?

e Federal Reporters. Inc. | j %
25 j! DR. BENDER: Yes, and the status of the proceduresi:

,d,

|

,
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1 and the operating procedures and that sort of thing that are
2 necessary in order to take the examinations.

<.
3 Evidently you need a set of procedures for the

4 purpose of examination.

5 MR. HERBEIN: That is true. Our operating
'

6 procedures which consist of alarm responses, emergency

.
7 procedures, normal start-up and shutdown for various

8 components and also cover various emergencies, are
9 approximately 80 percent complete.

10
We anticipate that our operation staff will take

II their examinations shortly af ter the first of the year.
12

O DR. BENDER: Are these procedures being prepared by
II

.

13 you or by B&W or by both?
,

14| MR. HERBEIN: Yes to all. In some cases the*

15 h||plant staff prepares the procedures. In other cases B&W

16 |||makes an initial cut at the procedure and then we in turn
h
Il

17
| modify it.
.I.

18'i In all cases the plant staff has the final
|

approval of the procedures. 1411 05019.

'
20 DR. BENDER: What kind of review procedure do you
21 have for evaluating whether the procedures are right?

( 22 MR. HERBEIN : Essentially the procedures are

23 initially reviewed by the on-site revi w committee. The

24
|j comments taken by the author are incorporated into the

-:c federal Reporters, Inc.

25 | procedure. If the comments were of significant nature such
|!
a

!|
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I as to actually change the intent of the procedure from the
2 initial draft, then it is re-reviewed by the operations
3

t.
committee prior to approval.

d
Once approved, then the procedure is utilized in

5 the field.
'

6 If it becomes necessary to change the procedure

.
7 due to operational considerations, it is again reviewed.
8 The change is again reviewed by the on-site review
9 committee and again approved.

10 DR. BENDER: Does the nuclear steam supplier
11 review those procedures that affect the management of_.the
12

9 control rods and that type of thing?
,

I31i MR. HERBEIN : Those types of procedures are
!, ,

14 h currently being reviewed by B&W site representatives, and'
d-

I

15 |;f we have given them a list of the procedures that we vant them
b

16 to review, and they are basically all the systems that are
h

17 associated with the NSS.
li*

18 || DR. BENDER: What if you decide to change? What
!!

. 19 mechanism have you got,for example, for determining whether
|

20 the nuclear systems' response is appropriate to the design
21 intent as planned by -- in your procedural controls?

i

\ 22 MR. HERBEIN : Let me see if I understand your
23 question. You are asking if --9 Jfjj }}j
24 , DR. BENDER: I am saying there is a nuclear

.e-Federal Repeners, Inc.

25 j! physicist that has designed this reactor essentially and
i!

i.

I
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I planned some kind of man g m b it based on some
2 kind of rod program. It has some set of controls in it and
3

some set of alarms for determining whether things are okay.,

d
I am trying to find out how that guy or whatever

S he is knows that your procedures correspond to what he intended.
.

6
MR. HERBEIN : Well, addressing ourselves strictly

7-

to the imbalance question which is what I think brought this
8 subject up --

9 DR. BENDER: That is one of the things.

10 MR. HERBEIN: All right. Certainly we are going
II

to work closely with Babcock & Wilcox in developing the actual
i

12| computer programs that will alarm this parLicular parameter.
,

13 h Certainly b^ fore we change anything that they ha.d oriJ nallyi
!!

I4h given us or we hadn't formally agreed to.,

15 ||!
I

DR. BENDER: Will the procedures for this plant
16| be very much like that of previous plants that are presently

17 being put into operation by other --
il.

18
MR. HERBEIN: I think that with the nuclear safety|

' l9! related systems that would be a- true statement and true
20 assumption.

2I DR. BENDER: Do you have any plans to take

22 ad'antage of that operational experience that has beenv

23
g}} i)Nobtained on other plants?

24 MR. HERBEIN: Yes, we do. We have got one of.e-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 our engineers actually assigned to the staff of Oconee
t

|
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I Unit 1 and he is continually bringing back procedures which
2 reflect the operating experience at Duke.-
3 We also utilize his input in our test programs,
4 brought back numerous test procedures we have incorporated
5 into our program.

.

6 DR. BENDER: Thank you.

7 DR. MANGELSDORF: Herb, will you check your mike?
.

8; Go ahead.

9 DR. ISBIN: With reference to the alarms, if for

10 example you are successful in operating at zero imbalance, is
11 it only administrative procedures which prevent the power
12 i level from possibly drifting upwards?i

!! *

13 [ You have a trip set at 105. 5, I quesc, plun
1

14 y instrument error which might bring you flux error up to 112*

4

15 | percent, but are there any measures other than administrative
|

16 which would indicate that you are in excess of 100 percenti

Il
17 , ' ' power?

|-

18 [i MR. HERBEIN : Just a minute, sir,
i

19 |l (Pause.)
i
1

201 Sir, we have a computer alarm. I envision

21 it will be set below the actual trip set point of 105.5.
( 22 We are currently talking of setting it in the neighborhood

23 of 3 02 percent. That is on reactor power.

24 DR. MANGELSDORF: Herb, does that finish yours?+ Federal Reporters, Inc.

25| DR. ISBIN: Yes.
,L, \4\\ 053
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I DR. MANGELSDORF: Dave, go ahead.

2 DR. OKRENT: In the general area of this -- I

3 guess what has been called the shaded area, I guess, I would
4 like to find out something from the Staff.
5 I have heard mention of the possibility of a

.

6 hand calculation being used in the event a computer is not
7 available. What is your state of knowledge of what is.

8 required with regard to calculations and what kind of a hand
9 calculation would be done? Could it be done? What is all

10 , involved? Have you looked into this?
I

II ' MR. BERNERO: Let me~first answer that I, myself,
12e have not looked into this in any detail. I know of the

I. -

130 requirement of a minimum of in-core detectors in order to bn
!l

I4 || at high power, and the recorders which are available to*

i

| record or present the output of-these in-core detectors, if15

i

16 ' the computer is not available.
I

17 ( I would rather defer to the Applicant to explain
||.

18 ,'| the nature of what we call the clipboard or hand calculation,
l

l9 'i DR. OKRENT: But I am trying to ascertain whether

20 the Staff has reviewed this matter enough, or has it well,

21 enough in hand that I need to explore it in depth today or
22 ano' ther time as it were.
23

G So I would like to continue with you a bit.
24 If that is all you have in that area, could I ask.e federal Reporters. Inc.

25 | a different area?
1411 054
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1 With regard to the alarms that we have heard

2 mentioned that would give an indication that you were
3 exceeding the limits of this shaded area, how many alarms,

,

4 are there? Are they of any particular grade, safety grade,
5 or however you want to put it? What kind of error do you

.

6 anticipate could occur in these? Could you tell me a little

7 of the Staff's understanding of that area?.

8 MR. BERNERO : Well, implicit in the statement by

9 the Staff that a computer alarm for this purpose is
10 considered acceptable is the position that this is not what

11 we would call an IEEE 279 100 percent available and so.forth

12 I redundant and all the appropriate terms that go with that,
d

13 |' that type of alarm.
:

i
14 This is an administrative limit and this is -- to,

15 y|ensure that the plant is operated within the tech specs so
|

i

16 ' that the operator does not turn auny or miss a dial movement.

17 As far as the errors associated with the alarms,,

i.

18 the individual cuircuits which are used in them, I am not at
I

- 19' all qualified to address that.

20 ' DR. OKRENT: Well, if I can go, then, to the next

21 question. 1411 055
(
' 22 You just mentioned that this is an administrative

23 aid and in fact,if I understand correctly, there is a

24 considerable reliance on administration in the process of
-:c Federal Repcrters, Inc.

25 making sure you are within this shaded area, or at least what
.

5
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1 you hoped was the shaded area.

2 Again, if I understand correctly, if you are

( 3 ,outside the shaded area for any extended period of time then

4 in fact you will liave more stored heat in the fuel than meets

5 the interim acceptance criteria, if indeed you were at the
.

6 2300 point, just at the border of the shaded area. Is that

7 correct?.

8 MR. BERNERO : Yes, that is correct.

9 DR. OKRENT: Okay. Then why is the Staff

10. satisfied that -- well, to me, at the moment, appear to be

11[ undefined alarms. I don't have a knowledge of their accuracy,
|

12h and also an undefined kind of administrative control. Why
| -

13 y are they sati.7 fied that this is adequate to see that the
:

li
Applicant's reactor has less than the limiting amount of14 i

i-

P

15 d, stored heat in the reactor when, in fact, the stored heat is
I

I
16 | such a vital parameter in all of your accident analyses?

'i
'i

17 ; MR. BE RNERO : The -- actually I think there is
.

181; perhaps a bit of confusion here. The Staff in its review

19 sets two types of limits. The.one is the limiting safety
-

20 system settings. We associate with these such things as

21 reactor trips and the outer envelopes which we are not

( 22 currently discussing here' these power flow and flux balsnce

23 limits upon which the reactor trips are those which we

24 associate with unacceptable operating conditions, that we
-te Federal Reporters. Inc.

25 must have a reliable, redundant system to stop the reactor
P

O 1411 056
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I operating if we reach any setting of that nature.
2 Within those bounds we have other-operating
3

( positions, and we have a preferred normal operating band,
4 the so-called cross-hatched area, up to 102 percent of power
5 nad up to those lateral limits defined by approximately 5 per-

,

6 cent imbalance and so forth.
- 7 Now, these are administrative requirements. We

8 do not consider them with the same severity. We do not

9
consider them as serious a deviation from the nominal as

10 those limits which are the settings for trips.
Il

So we have administrative controls on these.-i
I

- I2 In that context, getting away from flux and power
i *

13 for the moment, there are many plant operating ruodes or
li

I4 conditions, water level and steam generators, things of that,

i!

15 |i nature, which are left to administrative control because their
li

16 ordinary plant operatirg experience and procedures will keep
il

17 || them there.
il

-

18 It is prudent for them to know when they deviate
||

19I'

from these nominal levels, but we do not consider it have ai

20 sufficient severity to immediately stop the operation of the
21 plant.

( 22
So an administrative control has associated with

23 it the possibility of what we might call an administrative
24 grade alarm.

1411 i)S7- Federal Reporters. Inc.

25 The computer alarm is just that. It is an
ii
I
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I operating aid to the plant just as the integrated control

2 system which in truth operates the plant is an administrative

3 aid. It enables this plant to operate smoothly and efficiently

4 at nominal levels and provides the operators with sufficient

5 time and relief of burden of operation to pay attention to
'

6 safety-related things.

.
7 But we do not require it to be safety grade in

8 the hard sense that we require high flux trip or something

9 like that.

10 DR. OKRENT: But I wasn't --

Il DR. KERR: I think we ought to correct something

12 ! I think is in error. That has to do with the statement thatG II .

13 h the margin of the shaded area was the 2300 degree limit. I

il

14 || do not believe that is the case, and I would like to ask B&W
l

15 f|i
-

for clarification.
I

16 | DR. OKRENT: That is important.
I

i

17 DR. KERR: Because I think -- I do ot think if you
i!,

18'i go over the margin of the shaded area you go over the 2300

19 degree limit. But I would like verification..

20 There is still margin between the shaded area and

21 the 2300 degree limit, is there not?

k 22 DR. STRATTON: I believe this was established

23 yesterday, was it not?

$ In the vertical direction.411 058124 DR. OKRENT:
-te Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 ,| DR. KERR: Dave asked the question and I think the
h
I.
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I statement was made that one did go over the 2300 degree limit.
2 I think it is important to establish that.-

3 MR. MALLAY: In our discussions yesterday we

4 established that the area between the shaded area and the
5 imbalance area was subject to exceeding the LOCA limit under

6 the conditions of the maximum allowable quadrant tilt.

7-

DR. KERR: No, Jim. My question is: if you go out-

8 side the shaded area, do you immedistely exceed 2300?

9 MR. STEINKE: If rou recall, the curve we showed,

10 I believe we showed it again yesterday. We have the LOCA,

11 locus of points, and we also had a -- had another curve which

12 showed the maximum kilowatts per foot w'hich the plant would be
,

13 h allowed to operate at, and there was some margin betwcan that

14 |I
I

black line and the red dots.
|

15 || DR. ISBIN: That is not the question.

16 d|| MR. STEINKE: Just a moment, please.
Il
!

17 If you stay within the shaded area you will stay
-

d

18 |! on that black line, not on the red dots.
i

19!*

DR. ISBIN: Black line represents only a very
1

20 special power transient. It is only one case.

21 MR. STEINKE: We considered that, I grant, that it
(

22 was one specific case, but we consider that to be the design
23 case, one of the worst cases.S 1411 059
24 DR. STRATTON: Let me try --

- ce Federal Reporters. Inc.

25 d MR. STEINKE: I don't think we intend to operate
!!
a
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1 right up to the red dots, is what I am trying to say, so there
2 is some margin,

3
i DR. STRATTON: I think the question is still not

4 answered. Let me try to sharpen it again. Assume the power,

5 reactor power is, say, 60 percent, and the imbalance is plus
.

6 .6, 6 percent, and you have at that instant loss of coolant.

- 7 accident, does the fuel pin anywhere in the core exceed 2300
8 degrees?

9 MR. STEINKE: No.

10 DR. ISBIN: I agree with that. But suppose you are

11 at now the operating conditions which might be 100 or.102
12 percent power?

,

13 h DR. STRATTON: The cucction van for the vertical
l''l

14 j part of the shaded area..

i
i

15 J DR. ISBIN: I am not'sure what the question was,i

16 DR. OKRENT: My original question to the Staff was
i
l

17 does that shaded area bound the 2300 and they nodded yes.
!

-

18 1 And I pursue my questioning along the lines, if that was the
k

19 case, need one not know that he is within it and that the
20, measures that are available keep you within that limit?
21 Now, if, indeed, you have a margin of whatever it
22 is, you can measure it 100 degrees or half a kilowatt per
23 foot, whatever it is, to spare, then that says you have9 I

that much leeway in your control. 1411 06024
;e Federcl Reporters, Inc

,

25 I was pursuing it along the lines of their answer,
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l and I would still -- I am still interested in the approach of
2 the Staff.

3; Their approach, as I understood it, was that this

4 in fact reflected the limit and that they were willing to go
5 along with what appears to be an undefined error and a not

.

6 completely specified error that might be introduced from the
. 7 administrative control point of view, and to repeat, I was

8 not talking about for something in the framework that, if you
9 exceeded this, you would scram the reactor.

10 It seems to me the point is that you want to know
Il you are within whatever is the acceptable peak kilowatts per

G 12 foot. It was in that intent.
il -

13 MRs BERNERO: Dr. Okrent. I am a poor .npokesman
,

,14 'f on this specialized subject area, but my understanding is

15 [dthat the Staff understands or believes that the shaded area
d

16 h defines that bound of operating power wherein you can with-
4

1

17 stand the worst transient without exceeding the 2300 F
-

n

18 ECCS fuel pin limit, or the centerline melting limit,
- 19 | whatever may prevail.

20 It is, therefore, the bound of that -- those

21 operating conditions where you are not vulnerable to that
( 22 transient. That outside that shaded area one can postulate

23 the transient that will reach one of those limits.i

24 DR. DUSH: You are really saying you may be
e-Federal Reporters, Inc. ''

25 potentially vulnerable outside the area, but not necessarily.
4
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1 MR. BERNERO: Yes, that is fair.

2 DR. STRATTON: No, this was established yesterday

3 or the day before. The proper bound would be a trapezoidal(

4 shaped thing. I believe this is one of the points Mr. Ross --

5 MR. BERNERO: Yes. Dennis Ross did mention that --
.

6 this was somewhat arbitrarily slashed down to be vertical

- 7 lines.

8i DR. STRATTON: That is the point. He will attempt

9 to find the bound.

10 MR. BERNERO: Yes, if feasible he intends to bring

IIq it out to the regular trapezoids he mentioned.
,,

i

12 DR. OKRENT: To make it clear, when I said in the

13 h vertical dimension I meant you didn't get to a higher kilowatts,
I

14 |Iper foot. I wasn't talking about the lines straight up and,

i

15 down. This is particularly affected by an error,for example,

16 || in your measure of imbalance or so forth, and listening again
!!

17 || to your answer I feel that my line of questioning remains as
!

18 |!
-

I|
to why, if that is your interpretation of the limit, or what-

l

19 | ever limit is established, whatever shape it has, why an

20
|
' unknown deviation from this, except that it won't presumably

21 exceed scram limits, why an unknown deviation from this

(
22 is acceptable to the Staff. 4jj g
23 MR. DE YOUNG: I don't think it is acceptable,

24 Dr. Okrent. I think by the time the Staff gets through with
-ce-Federal Reporters. Inc. i

2Sf:|
its review of the proposed alarm limits and safety settings on
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I this plant, they will be more than adequately conservative.
2

I think if the committee is concerned about this,

3
and we can have the experts return within an hour or so --

DR. STRATTON: Careful about more than adequately

5 conservative. Adequate is sufficient.
.

0
(Laughter.)

~ 7 ' DR. MANGELSDORF: Dave?

8 DR. MOELLER: Changing the subject, going back to

one we were discussing --

0
MR. BERNERO: Mr. Chairman?

DR. MANGELSDORF: Go ahead, Dave., .-

1

I2
MR. BERNERO: Mr. Chairman?

,

13 b, D R. MANGELSDOPE: Yes?
-

11
I4

MR. BERNERO: Shall I call the experts? It takes.

1

15 |' them time to get down.
I

I0
DR. MANGELSDORF: On this subject I think not.

|
'

I7 I believe that this last answer clarifies the situation
18 j|!

-

!

enough that we will accept your position that it is something
ti

'

that needs further development which you intend to do.

O
Is that about right?

21
MR. DE YOUNG: Exactly right.

( 22
DR. MANGELSDORF: And I think that at least

Dave and I think some others will be willing to accept that

24
understanding. }kkl. Federal Repcrters. Inc.*

25 |'' Now, Dave, you wanted to change the subject. Go
,
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1 ahead.

2 DR. MOELLER: I wanted to extend the discussion for

3
( a moment of the qualifications of the personnel responsible

4 for various programs at the plant.

5 As I understand it, there would be radiation
.

6 protection people, of course, on site, and then I gather
7 that there is a top level health physics man at your home-

8 office. Regulatory Guide 8.8 suggests or recommends that

9 the individual responsible for recommending and implementing
10 the radiation control program -- and I assume this is your
Il chief health physicist or chief' radiation protection man,
12 should be a professional of recognized competence in the field.

,

13 And they suggest that one way of meccuring this per.nn'si

1
i

14 i competence or meeting the qualifications is whether or not he

15 meets the qualifications for certification by the American
16 Board of Health Physics.

17
| I wonder if the Applicant would tell me the name

18 |!
-

.

of the chief health physicist in the home office and whether
|

19'

or not he possesses such qualifications.

20 (Pause.)

21 MR. ARNOLD: The certification part is kind of

( 22 what caught us off guard in that that is a relatively recent

23G guide and our staffing requirements have not been completely
24 reviewed in regards to that.

./k<* Federal Reporters, Inc. O
25 :| Now, at the plant staff we have a man who is not
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1 certified by the National Association, but he has had

2 extensive technical training in radiation-health physics

3 area. He has been involved in this discipline for approximately:

4 ten years.

5 In addition to that individual we have people on
.

6 the GPU Service Corporation staff with extensive experience

'

7 and training in the health physics area.

8 I don't know if it was misunderstood earlier, but

9 the home office staff position is not yet filled. We are

10 actively recruiting for it now, and in fact have an offer out

11 for it.
.._

12 That gentleman, if he accepts, will have a Ph.D.

13 || in radiation science.
i:

, 14 l I think that the intent of the guide to ensure
I

15 || that we have professional competence brought to bear and
i

i

16 | supervision and development and direction of the health

17 |h| physics program will be met.

Il..

18 ] DR. MOELLER: I think you have answered the
i

b'

19 ' question.

20 1 DR. MANGELSDORF: Other questions?

21 We have not covered the R&D, I think.

22 MR. CRIMMINS: Yes, sir.

23 DR. MANGELSDORF: Is this a good time to bring

24 that up, or are there other tJungs you would sooner cover in
;+-Federal Reporters. Inc.

2S j developing your presentation?i
!!
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I MR. CRIMMINS : It is your choice, sir. It is a very

2 short presentation.

3< DR. MANGELSDORT: Go right ahead.

4 MR. CRIMMINS : Pardon me.

5 DR. MANGELSDOPF: Go right ahead.
.

6 MR. CRIMMINS: Yes, sir. At the subcommittee

7 meeting there was a question concerning TPUs and Met Ed's..

8 participation in R&D programs associated with ECCS and fuel

9 densification..

10 Yesterday Mr. Montgomery of B&W outlined what
II R&D was being performed on these topics by Babcock & Wilcox

12- Company.
1 -

13 h In. addition, GPU ic involved with several other
i|

14 f,1 reactor vendors who are conducting experiments and research
h

15 ) programs on these subjects.
i

16 d GPU and its subsidiaries have been active inb
I
l

17 h initating supporting research programs on these subjects.
||-

18 j GPU retained -- recently GPU retained the Exxon
I

19f Nuclear Corporation to examine the irradiated fuel from our
'

20 operating reactor by gamma scanning methods to determine

21 pellet-to-pellet gapping. This data was subsequently used
(

22 as the input to a power spoke model which was developed by
23 GPU and submitted to the AEC in the Oyster Creek dtcket,
24 50-219, and the results of the inspection were alsoi

-:e federal Reporters. Inc.|

25 0 submitted at that time.
y \ 4 1 \
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I Additionally, irradiated fuel has been supplied to
2 GE for examination and :',e facilities have been made available.

3( to them and GPU has supported their examination of irradiated
d

fuel from the Oyster Creek reactor.

5 GPU has also been actively involved in all phases
.

6 of the recently initiated Edison Institute study on
7'

densification.

8 GPU representatives are actively participating
9 in both the sterring committee and the working groups in this

10 program.

Il
The goal of this program is to achieve under-

12 standing of densification and to provicle a capability to
13 | design fuel types with suitable reacter crability.

F

14 There is also materials investigations associated
!'

15 | with this program.
|

16 Irradiations will start in early September,
i

17 || Basic hot cell data on density changes should be available
-

c
18 si by April of '74.

|
' I9 | That completes my presentation.

|
.d7 20

:05
21

(
22

24
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1 DR. MANGELSDORF: Any questions?
CR 2406

2 Let's proceed with the aircraft' subject.
Craig 8

t 3 MR. CRIMFINS: Sir, as a result of the specific
Reba 1

4 interests discussed at the subcommittee meeting we have pre-

5 pared three presentations, first by Mr. Nodland of GAI dis-
.

6 cussing the hardening that has taken place on the plant
"

7 structures. Secondly, Mr. Brannen to discuss the fire protectic n

8 aspects of the aircraft protection systems, and Mr. Ballance

9 of Pickard-Lowe Associates to discuss the probabilities of

10 aircraft crashes.

11 Mr. Nodland. -

12 MR. NODLAND: I will briefly,go through what was
il

13 |! done on aircraft hardening on Three Mil- Island. The criteria
li
1
1

14 ithat was adopted was, first, to protect the reactor coolant

15 boundary. Second, to provide sa'fe shutdown in case'of an

16 ! accident, and three, to prevent release of radioactive gases.

.
17 The buildings at the Jacilities that was designed

18 for this condition were a reactor building, icel handling,
.

19 intermediate building, control building, auxiliary building,

20 and water intake structure. j g68
21 This resulted in concrete, reinforced concrete

(
\

22 structure, heavily reinforced at the thickness of five to six

23 feet. Five to six feet, yes. The significant structural

24 modifications for the reactor building as was -- was protection
ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 of the vertical tendon for use in a parapet wall of reinforced
'i
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Craig 8 i concrete to prevent she-ring of these tendons in case of

Reba ' 2 the impact. Also protection of equipment access and personnel

And also relocate penetrations into the reactor buildirtgi 3 access.

4 within aircraft hardened structures.

5 The control building was provided with vibration
.

6 isolation in case of an impact on the vertical wall. The

7 framing, structural steel framing of the floors are mounted-

8 on neoprene pads, so they can move with respect to the wall.

9 And Mr. Brannen will talk about the air intake structure into
10 the control building and instrumentation has been done to

11 prevent smoke drawn into this building through the air. intake.

12 Intermediate building, the main steam line was

13!! protected up to the firct i::olation valva. ar.d emerg-ncy feed
I

14 | water system is also in that part of the intermediate building.

15 , The spent fuel pool within the fuel handling building. The

16, basic loading criteria was studied for a considerable time,

17 and eventually went up to a 200,000 pound aircraft traveling
.

18! at the velocity of 200 knots, which represent characteristics

|'

19 I from a Boeing 720.

We evaluated the structural characteristh.\ \0691a
20

| .cs of the

21 aircraft, fuselage, mass distribution within the fuselage,
(

22 buckling capability of fuselage and the deceleration during

23 impact into a rigid barrier. We . hat some data, actual data

24 of deceleration of a C-119 full scale aircraft running into
-ce-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 a rigid barrier. These data were used to generate the similar
C
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aig 8 1 chan.cteristic for the Boeing 720 aircraft. Based on these

Reba 3 2 data we then constructed a reaction time curve. This was

i 3 generated also with and without wings, the engines and fuel,

4 attached and detached. And the most conservative of these

,

, two reaction versus time curves were used.

6 The characteristic of this reaction versus time
.

7 is of a significant influence on the design of the structures.

8 Utiliz.ing this load criterion on an undamped linear elastic

9 one degree of freedom system, dynamic load factor was

10 determined in terms of natural period. We coQld then perform

11 a static analysis using the peak response value, determined

12; from the reaction versus time curve.
,

h
13 d The rcactor buildi- g was analyzed for impact at

h14 d grade impact below the ring girder, above the ring girder
|

15 | at the dome and at the apex of the dome. The slaps, roofs

161 and walls were analyzed similarly using a finite method for

| analyzing the roof and the walls, and the peak values as I.
17

i

18 || discussed, then determined maximum movement and shear for
- |

19 impact in different locations on these slabs with respect to

20 support. ]41 070

21 The dynamic load factor was later challenged by

22 the AEC staff. And we then made a check analysis using the

23 yield line theory. This indicated there was considerable

24 reserve capacity by the fine element method approach based
sce-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 on the elastic method that was adopted.g
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faig8 We could then verify in this check analysis that,

Reba 4 2 the structures were stable- The peak, the' force used in this

3 check analysis was generated by multiplying the peak value
.

4 with the maximum dynamic load factor. In addition, studies

5 were made on bearing failures and shear of tendon anchors
.

6 for both hoop tendons and also the vertical tendons, and also

"

7 spalling.

8 This concludes this aircraft hardened design.

9 DR. MANGELSDORF: Thank you. Does the Staff have

10 any comments on the aircraft protection problem?

11 MR. BERNERO: Well, as you may know I had some

12 cxtensiva comments during the subcommittee meeting on the

13|| basis of cur evalu-tion. Do you think it worthwhile for me
4

14 )I to review these again?

15 DR. MANGELSDORF: Only if you can summarize the

16 conclusions.

I

17 i MR. BERNERO: I am sensitive to my verbosity.
.

18| (Laughter) 4}} 07|
.

19 Our conclusion in this case was that we calculated

20 an acceptably low probability, that is, less than one in a

21 million per year for the impact of a damaging type aircraft

22 using traffic density on the order of six to seven movements

23 per day. And the aircraft of concern, of course, are the

24 Boeing 707's size and on up from that. We have established
-re Federal Reporters. Inc.

|

25 g independently that the current level of traffic at the airport
P
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aig 8 1 is about five to six movements per day, not all that far

Reba 5 2 below the basis of our evaluation.

5 We have therefore. concluded and so informed the3

4 Applicant that a technical specification monitoring this

. 5 heavy aircraft traffic will be necessary on an annual basis

6 so that we can be assured that our basis of evaluation continues
.

7 to be rational.

8 We noted in the Safety Evaluation Report the featuren

9 of the evaluation which lend a sufficient conservatist.. that

10 Permits us to say that an order of magnitude increase in the

11 traffic would be of the order necessary to cause us concern

12 to re-reviaw, or to reconsider the matters.

|
13 j And we feel that it is appropriate to take a long

14 term licensing action in this case on this basis because-

15 we don't. expect this sort of traffic increase to take place

16 at that airport. However, the technical specifications will

|equipboththeApplicantandtheStafftocatchthegrowth,- 17

i

18 if it does ever reach that point.

j4}} |N f! DR. MANGELSDORF: Dave?19

20 DR. OKRENT: If I can translate what you said

21 into numbers, the limit which you stated of ten to the minus

22 six and which I think is the number given in the paper presented

23 by Eisenhut, ---

24 MR. BERNERO: Yes, the recent one at ANS ---
4e-Federal Reporters, Inc.
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eig 8 would get if you tsok your number of five times ten to the
1

minus seven, multiplied it by ten which is an order of magni-Reba 6 2

tude, at least that is what I usually mean by an order oft
3

4 magnitude.
That is true you would theoreticallyMR. BERNERO:

- 5

have five times ten to the minus six.6

You are proposing it would be acceptable.

7 DR. OKRENT:

to get to your -- a calculated number of five times ten to8

the minus six before you would take action here although your
9

own limit is ten to the minus six as stated in the Eisenhut10

11 paper.

MR. BERNERO: The annual tech spec enables us
12 | -

ii to gathnr information on a sufficiently frequent basis that13

14 '! we can take action at any point prior to an order of magnitudel'
'

i

It is not rational that the heavy traffic would goi

! increase.15

16 up iO an order of magnitude in one year.

Ten percent change, 20 percent change, it would have
17-

i

i to double to reach the ten to the minus six level so that18!
|'

there is more than adequate time for the staff to react to19

20, traffic increases.

The allusion to an order of magnitude, a factor
21

( is based principally on the known conser-
22 of ten increase,

vatisms in the calculation as presented in the paper by Eisen-
23

If you look in our safety evaluation report or in that24 hut.

25] paper,youdetectanumberofthings,theimpactortarget
Ace.Fede,al Reporters, Inc.
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Craig 8 1 area of the plant is point 01 square miles per unit for the Thrc e

Reba 7 2 Mile Island Station.

I 3 By the way, all of this is based on the station 2

4 units, point 02 square miles. That is a very large area for

5 the plant. As I recall, 280,000 square feet. If you took
.

6 it in reactor buildings it would be quite a few of them. The

7 assumption of movements is such that we assumed all takeoffs
.

8 are toward the plant and all landings are from the plant's

9 direction.

10 And the way we treated the crash probability, we

11 ignored the angular distribution off the center line of_the

12 runway. We calculated the crcsh probability per unit arca in-
i

13 |1| dependently of the angle of deviation from the flight path,
1

'I
14 h and in essence said there is a constant crash probability

15 at that radius, that radial distance from the end of the runway,

16 || And we therefore assumed that all aircraft
II

17 traveled directly over the plant. Getting back to one point

0
,

18 in the target area I should mention, the impact or critical
1

fi-

19 impact points are limited. We assume not only a relatively

'
20 large area for the plant, but we assumed that any impact on

21 a plant by an aircraft of that size is indeed a potentially
7
\

22 damaging impact, whereas our threshold of analysis is an

23 impact of that size on a critical point, the apex of the dome,

24 or so forth. So it is these conservatisms in the analysis
-ce-Federal Reporters. Inc.

25 that suggest to us that the -- a more realistically calculated
i

n
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raig 8 1 probability would not indeed exceed one times ten to the minus

Reba 8 2 six which is our nominal assessment level.

I 3

end 8 4

5
.

6

'

7

8

9

10

11
.._

.
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91 mil i DR. SEISS: Is it correct that only the structural

2 design of the containment is limited to the 200,000 pound
( aircraf t and that the provisions fer fire protection would3

be protection against a larger aircraft hitting somewhere4

.
5 on the site?

6 MR. BERNERO: Yes, this is the Staff's position,

that we accept that the provisions for fire protection and air
.

7

8 shock and so forth are adequate for the aircraft landing

The threshold of concern is the impact of the9 elsewhere.

10 larger aircraft on a structural consideration, a penetration

Il question. ..

!!
DR. MANGELSDORF: Other questions?I2

~

Il
13 (Pause.)

1

DR. MANGELSDORF: The subcommittee chairman,14
|

-

1 having. heard the other two sections of the discussion on15 i

aircraft protection suggests that we might delete those for16

i

17 this session, assuming that the members of the committee of
.

18 no exception. Now, approximately what is the length of
,

I*

I9 this post-LOCA presentation?

20 MR. CRIMMINS: Sir, under that topic we had

(
planned to address at your request the paragraph in the TMI 2,21

22 original construction permit ACRS letter, and that is

23 just a few minutes. } Q]h
24 DR. MANGELSDORF: Go right ahead.

Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.
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9 2 mil I Sailer will address that from Gilbert Associates.

2 MR. SAILER: Thank you for that promotion, Tommy.

3 I won't have to work next week.

4 I am William Sailer; I am Gilbert Associates pro-

5 ject manager for Three Mile Unit 1. Tom has asked me to give.

6 a brief presentation on a paragraph which was contained in a
-

7 July 17 letter on TMI Unit 2, which is the same as Unit 1.

8 It asks us to discuss the potentially abrasive slurries

9 that may be inside the containment building in the sump

10 when we go into the post-LOCA mode. We recirculate the water

II through the reactor building sprays. This system has~been

I2
, looked at. The letter addressed pH. and we do havo pH

13 k|
|

control. We'have remote sampling in the control room and we

* Id
j can adjust the pH by admitting sodium hydroxide into the

15 suction side of the decay heat pumps. So that should the

16 sample take and indicate we need pH control, we have the

}kll h77I7 capability to adjust it.*

18 It asks us to address temperatures and we have
l

~

19
done that. Design temperature of the equipment is 300

20
degrees F and 350 pounds, and the peak temperature of the

21

( fluid coming out of the sump is 218 degrees F. And you

22 can find this number in Table 6-11 of the FSAR. You can also

G 23 find the equipment specifications in Table 6-3 of the FSAR.

24
Ace-Federa Reponers, Inc. '
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9 mil3 stainless steel 304, including the pump casings. We expectI

2 no kind of abrasive slurry in this building because we do not
t

3 to the best of our knowledge have any materials in there

4 that are going to form a slurry. We have used all reflective

.
5 metal insulation inside containment, which does not dissolve

We have6 or mix with the spray solution to become a slurry.
.

screens over the sump which have a one-eighth inch pole diam-7

8 ' eter, and the pumps themselves will pass a particle up to

a quarter of an inch. So we believe we have adequately9

That concludes10 protected the suction side of the pumps.
11 our presentation.

-

DR. MANGELSDORF: Any comments you care to make?12 i

I;t
1,L
~ || Any questions from the conuni LLee?

h

14 |4|
*

DR. BUSH: One quick question.
|'

15 ';| DR. MANGELSDORF: Yes.

I
DR. BUSH: You say.you control your pH by sodium16

,

i

q hydroxide additions. What is the storage technique for your17 i
*

}kl$sodium hydroxide?
,.

19 I

I MR. SAILER: The sodium hydroxide is stored in a

20 chemical tank in what we call the chemical addition area.

( If you need any more detail than that, I would like to call
22 on my nuclear engineer to address whatever other question you

9 23
may have.

DR. BUSH: The question really is, is it a pumped24
4efederal Reporters. inc.
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4 mil I pump cut, is it a gravity feed or what? Somebody, I suspect,

2 knows --

I 3 MR. LARSON: Archie Larson, Gilbert Associates.

4 It is a pump syster. We have a positive displacement pump

5 which we normally use to meter sodium hydroxide to the tank,

6 where we neutralize the regeneration slugs from the
.

7 spent resins, and this same pump and tank are utilized to

8 pump sodium hydroxide into the suction side of the KE pumps.

9 DR. BUSH: So the probability of getting slugs

10 into the system is pretty remotei

II MR. LARSON: Right. I thin!. it is a 10 ga'1on per1

I2 !! power pump. We don ' t anti ci pai-a having to add at any great
||

I3, rate, bring the pH bacK .into the desired range.
4

14| DR. BUSH: Primarily it goes into the one tank
*

|
'

15 and you don' t have much chance for hideout then?

MR. LARSON: That's right. }4}} iN916

I

- 17 | DR. BUSH: Thank you.
t

i

IO 3 DR. MANGELSDORF: Any other questions on this
||+

l9 s.'bject? We have one on another subject.

20 DR. OKRENT: Could I ask the Staff a question?

21
( On page 6-4 of the safety evaluation there is some

22 liscussion of net positive suction test. I couldn't tell

23
whether this plant meets regulatory guide one point --

MR. BERNERO: No.
aueJederal Reporters. Inc. i
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O Smil I regulatory guide 1.1, postulating an accident at time

2 T equal zero?

I 3 MR. BERNERO: I believe the peak sump temperature was

4 mentioned just a few moments ago. It is a number of the

S order of 220 degrees Fahrenheit. And the regulatory guide

6 one is applied in a calculation at the postulated time of

7 transfer from the direct injection to the recirculation mode

8 of operation. And the sump temperature at that time is taken.

9 Now, if you go into the FSAR, Section 14 there, or 15 in this

10 -- 14 in this case, you find that the sump temperature curve

Il for the design basis accident is relatively steep. I~&m just

12
| estimating frcm memory, but I would s.:ay that the slope of
h

13 !| that curve 15 such that the time during which regulatory guide
li

* 14 || one requirements would not be met are -- that time is ofI

|
15 the order of minutes, something I would just guess it is on

,

1411 M0- 16 the order or 10 to 20 minutes at the most.
I
I

I
. 17 ' Assuming there is no mechanism for the reactor

18
| building pressure to get -- well, actually, the substance

19 of the question with respect to regulatory guide number 1.1

20 is, should you assume the initial pressure, namely atmospheric

2I
( pressure for this containment, and use that against the vapor

22 pressure existing at the time of peak sump temperature, which

23 is the vapor pressure associated with whatever that number

24 is, 218 degrees Fahrenheit. So it is the discrepancy of
Ace-Federal Reporters. Inc. ,;

25 six or eight or whatever it is degrees Fahrenheit. I just
i
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9 6 mil 3

don't believe the condition exists for more than a few
2 minutes.

( 3
DR. OKRENT: Could I ask the Applicant, over what

4
period of time he doesn't meet regulatory guide 1.1 if he does

not meet regulatory guide 1.l?.

6
MR. CRIMMINS: We will have to check our FSAR on

7
that point. We don't have that available.

8
DR. OKRENT: If I understand correctly, if it

9
were a Letter of many minutes, you would -- and there were

10
an opening in the containment, then in fact would you -- would

11 -

it -- a large opening?

MR. DE YOUNC: A large opening.

13 d'
ij DR. OKRENT: Yes, indeed. Would you lose your

14 h
} k } $ .} 8 )

-

ability to cool the core? -

15 i
i MR. BERNERO: No, I think if you postulate a --

16 0|
the mechanism associated with regulatory guide 1.1, you havei

i

17'
| hot water in the sump that is in equilibrium with the pressure-

18 d
q above it at, let's say, 218 degrees Fahrenheit. Opening a

19 !

I large venting area through the wall of the containment would
20

cause momentary flashing, and the limiting case here would
21

( be one of the time it takes for the sump to achieve a new
22

equilibrium with the new now atmospheric pressure. It would

not be some calculated value out of that curve of how long
24 |

<e Federol Reporters. Inc. | it Would take in the model for the sump to cool from 218 to 21?.
25 d

p If you have ever worked with a condensate pump or something
il
'i
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7 mil 1 like that and get a steam bubble in it, there would be a

2 moment of cavitation, but I envision and can see no risk of

3 loss of cooling in a meaningful sense of the word. There-

4 would be a momentary instability in the system. The sump

5 would achieve its new equilibrium at 212 degrees Fahrenheit
.

6 by the simple mechanism of flashing. Then the system would

'

7 then again be pumping at atmospheric pressure and a

8 saturated 212 F sump.

9 DR. OKRENT: I guess I can't tell that it would

10 flash,you know, in a matter of seconds as compared to minutes.

Il But I will not pursue it any more.
.-

12 DR. BUSH: New area. First a question, then I

13 will follow up. With regard to your base line inspection,
'l
It

14
' have you documented this so -- I couldn't find the documenta--

15 tion. I realize you only require partial base line inspection

16 in this plant.i

I
i

17 h MR. HEWARD: Would you please explain whether you

['

18 d mean the results of the inspection or whether the commitment --
||.

19 DR. BUSH: Oh, no, I know you made the commitment.

20 You have no option. I presume you have done the inspection

21 by now, and I am past asking whether it's been documented.

22 MR. HEWARD: I believe the answer is that the

23 inspection is in process and --

24 DR. BUSH: It is not complete yet, in other words?
Ate-Federal Reporters, Inc.
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6 8 mil I DR. BUSH: I am surprised this late in the game --

2 does anybody know the results to date?

i 3 MR. HEWARD: I know of no problems to date.

4 DR. BUSH: Nothing you have heard, had nothing

5 repori.ed as untold?
.

0 MR. HEWARD: That's correct. No, it might make

.

you feel more at ease to know we did some preliminary7

inspections where we actually got to our base line inspection.8

9 But we don' t really feel we are going to have a problem.

10 DR. MANGELSDORF: Does that come close enough to

II answering your question?

12 ! Well, the answer is that there isn't anDR. BUSII:j -

p

I3 E answer ri ght ncu. But I quess that's okay. I know what
i

I

I4 the commitment is.'

15 | DR. MANGELSDORF: I guess it is not surprising that

16 ||
it isn't completely written up. Are there any other questions?

i

-
17 Dave?

18 DR. MOELLER: One of the Staff. You allow in
.

I9 ! terms of the assessment of a fuel handling accident, you allow

99 percent for the removal of the iodine in the spent fuel20

pool. That is, the water uptake. What is the chemical21
,

\
22 composition of the water in the fuel pool, that is , you know,

why does it take out 99 percent of the release?23

^ MR. BERNERO: A moment, please.
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.|
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9 mil I MR. BERNERO: The removal capability of the

2 water in the spent fuel pool which is merely boric acid, you kno
' 3; just borated water, is based on test data, measured data.

4
It is a solution phenomena. -

5 DR. MOELLER: That answers it. Thank you.
.

0
DR. MANGELSDORF: Any others? I am going to

7*

suggest'that the committee recess for lunch and reconvene
8 in caucus, which means that we will reconvene in another
9

room and rejoin the Applicant after our caucus. We will

10
be reconvening at 3:00 o'cMck.

11
The committee will be reconvening at 3:00 6' clock

'2 | in caucus and would expect to -- I need to recalcula'e t-ho*

li
I3 'itue here. 2i30 we will be reconvening in caucus, and would hcc pe

*

to join the Applicant not too long after that.
|

15 i (Whereupon, at 1:45 p.m., the meeting was

16'9 recessed, to reconvene in caucus at 2:30 p.m., this same day.)

17 |
-

|

18 I

I
19 i-

20

( )k)) b0
22

23

24 ,

ace Federal Reporters. Inc. |
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#1 1 AFTERNOON SESSION

2 (3:00 p.m.)

I
3 DR. MANGELSCORF: Mr. Miller, you don't have to

4 stand. This is not a sentencing.

. 5 (Laughter.)

6 Recognizing the fact that we spent yesterday, as
.

7 you or some of your people may know, in reviewing some of

8 the generic items having to do with B&W reactors and having
9 reviewed plants similar to the one that you have presented an

10 application for, and recognizing that we have not separately
11 reviewed all of the features of your plant that we would
12 have reviewed if we hadn't had cuch a generic gencral discus-
13 sion, the committee believes it is prepared or thinks it

"

14 can write a letter to Three Mile Island at this n.eeting. You

15 have the last word.

16 MR. MILLER: Thank you. We appreciate your

. 17 consideration.

18 DR. MANGELSDORF : Very good. Thank you very
.

19 much.

20 (The hearing was recessed, and reconvened at

21 4:45 p.m.)

3431 085
22 DR. MANGELSDORF: Gentlemen, can we come to order?

23 This is an open meeting of the Advisory Committee
24 on Reactor Safeguards for a preliminary consideration of

-ce-Fedecol Reporters. Inc.

25 an application by -- pre-application site review, I should
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This is a limited review of a project being considered1 say.

2 by Public Service Company of New Jersey for the Atlantic
i

3 Nuclear Generating Station. This meeting is conducted in'

accordance with provisions of the Federal Advisory Act and4

,

in attendance at this meeting is Mr. Ray Fraley, who is5

6 designated as the federal employee for this meeting.
.

7 The rules of conduct for the meeting were

8 distributed with the notice of the meeting. They provide

9 for presentation as could be scheduled by members of public

10 upon due notice and meeting the requirements and qualifica-

11 tions to make a presentation. ..

,

12 Mr. Fred Walton has qualified, has asked for

13 permission to'make brief remarks, and we will ask him to
*

14 go ahead now.

15 MR. WALTON: My name is Kenneth B. Walton of

16 Brigantine, New Jersey, which is the city closest to the

.
17 proposed site for the ACRS.

18 As a ]Jng-time member of the American Nuclear
.

Society, now emeritus, I have been -- I am here retained by19

20 the city of Brigantine, the mayor, the city commissioners

21 and through them the people, to advise and report on the
[

22 public hearings on this project which -- in which we are

23 very much interested.

24 My statement is only to express the continuing
Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 interest of the city of Brigantine in this proposal and to --
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O 1 in fact I might go a little further and say that among

2 some people in Brigantine this interest is a little bit more

(
3 intense. It goes to the point of being concern, in some

4 cases, fearful concern. And we hope that the facts as

5 they are unfelded will do much to allay this fear.-

6 I wanted to make the request that we may continue
.

7 to be kept in touch with the facts about and plans for this

8 statioli as they are unfolded through your procedures.

9 Thank you very much for giving me this opportunity,

10 Mr. Chairman.

11 DR. MANGELSDORF: Thank you, Mr. Walton.
~~

12 i We, of course, are concerned mightily in our

13 | deliberations 'here with the safety of the public, adjoining
'

14 and located in all areas adjoining sites of projects that

15 are considered before us. The health and safety of the

16 public is of utmost consideration in our deliberations.

- 17 We will then proceed with presentations by

,

Public Service, as planned. And I will call on Mr.18

19 Kehnemuyi to make what introductory remarks he would like

20 to, and then proceed to introduce the speakers. 4jj G87

( 21 I should say also that there will be a transcript

22 of this meeting made available, and in order for the reporter

23 to properly record the meeting,'I will ask that each of you,

24 as you rise to make a presentation, introduce yourselves and
Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 that you then proceed to speak clearly into the microphone
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1 because the acoustics in this room are somewhat less than
2 perfect, and it is necessary to use the micro hones effectively

(
3 in order that all those present and the recorder can hear
4 your remarks.

5 You may proceed.,

6 MR. KEHNEMUYI: Thank you.

7 Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, members of the

8' committee, ladies and gentlemen:

9 My name is Mr. Kehnemnyi. I am project manager

10 for the first commercial offshore nuclear generating station,
11 the Atlantic Generating Station of Public Service Electric

12 and Gas Company. -

13 '| On~ December 14, 19 '/ 2 , we. submitted to the
*

14 Atomic Energy Commission our preliminary site description
15 report for this project. We requested from the Directorate

16 of Licensing Staff, and the Advisory Committee on Reactor

17 Safeguards that they conduct an informal review of this

18 document.
.

19 The purpose of this request was to solicit

20 your comments, suggestions, and advice to assist us to

21 prepare and submit an adequate and complete Preliminary

22 Safety Analysis Report. }kk) b

23 We felt, and still strongly do so, that this kind

24 of review and resulting feedback is of utmost importance
<eJederal Reporters. Inc.
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1 placing a nuclear power plant offshore. We are hoping that

2 in conclusion of these preliminary review hearings, the
'

3 committee will issue a letter stating its views on the
4 concept, and comments on which subjects should be covered

5 and highlighted in our formal application for a construction,

6 permit, the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report.
7 The committee on November 15, 1972 had issued

8 a similar letter covering the platform-mounted nuclear plant

9'| concept following a series of hearings with offshore power
10 systems. We, Public Service Electric and Gas Company, had
11 also participated in these meetings. Following our submis-

12'i sion of the preliminary site description report, six meeting:
I

13- ucrc held with the Directorate of Licensing Staff. And

14 three with the ACRS subcommittee, five of them, meetings
*

15' with DOL Staff were held in Bethesda, on Januarv 9th, 1973,

161 when we discussed the content of the preliminary site

,
17 , description report, on February 6th, the break-water design;

i

-
18 |l| and on March 21st, and May 6th, the mooring system was

i

19 reviewed and on March 13, the water levels for storm and
I

20 'l
i hurricane conditions were reviewed.

21 The sixth meeting with the Staff was held at the,

' |
i22 Coastal Engineering Research Laboratory in Gainesville,

23 Florida, last Friday, August the 3rd, 1973. Our meetings

24 k| with the committees shown on this view graph --
ace Fede.ol Reporters. Inc. ||
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1 We had a suncommittee -- excuse me. We had a

2 subcommittee meeting at Waterways Experiment Station in
(

3 Vicksburg, Mississippi, where two members of the committee

4 were present, and your consultants on March the 2nd, 1973.

5 I have listed the Staff meeting which I mentioned at the.

6 Coastal Engineering Research Laboratory, University of
'

7| Florida, which was held last Friday along with these, because
|

Bi one member of the ACRS was present at that meeting.

9, The first subcommittee meeting held in Washington
'l

10 was May 23rd, 1973. And the second one, on June the 20th,
11 | 1973. And, of course, today's meeting on August the 1Oth,

~'

12 1973. -

13 I would like to review with you the schedule
'

e4 of the Atlantic Generating Station licensing process.
e10 15

16!
!

. 17

18

|-

19

20

( 21

22

)hk\ 00

24
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1
1 As you know, these reviews are somewhat unique

06
2 compared to a land based plant. There would be two parts to

3 it, the plant reviews and the site reviews.(

4 DR. PALLADINO: Excuse me. I wonder if I could makc

5 a correction for the record.
.

6 That first meeting at Vicksburg was not a

7 subcommittee meeting. It was a meeting of the Staff in which,

8 two of the members of the subcommittee went.

9 MR. KEHNEMUYI: Oh.

10 DR. MANGELSDORF: There is a difference.

II MR. KEHNEMUYI: Therefore, there were seven
_

12 subcommittee -- there were seven Staff meetings rather than

G ! .

13 | six.
,

||

. I4 |I DR. MANGELSDORF: Just a technicality. We need to

15 || have it reported properly. Thank you.

16 MR. KEHNEMUYI: For the record, then, there were
i

17 || seven DOL Staff meetings, and only two subcommittee meetings,
i.
l!

18 j altogether.
II

19 I The off-shore power. systems made a pre-application-

I
20 of the -- for review of the platform-mounted nuclear plant on

2I April 26, 1972.

( 22 The -- after several meetings with the Staff and

23 the ACRS subcommittee, and full Committee, the AEC Staff

24 I comments were received for this pre application review on
%ee Federal Reporters. Inc. I

25 ,| October 20, 1972, followed by other meetings with your
|:
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I Committee resulting in an ACRS leetter for the platform-
2 mounted plant review, the concept review only, November 15,
3

( 1972.

4 This letter indeed outlined your thoughts about
5 what should be included in the formal application by offshore

-

6 power systems.

7
. We, as the first utility who will be placing

8 these plants out in the ocean, made a pre-application
9 request -- request for pre-application review on December

10 the 14th, 1972.

Il We have received, following the number of Staff

I2 I meetings I mentioned, we have received the DOL Staff comments
d

13 h for the pre-application made on June the 8th, 1973, quite a
I|

14
'| document, which also lists their thoughts and guidance to us

15, as to what they would like to see in a formal application,
'l

16 which is,by the way,of great help to us in our preparing the
I

17 !|l formal application.
0'

4h We are hoping that in conclusion of the meetings
4

19 " with your Committee we may, if you think you have heard us.

20 tell you all about the site, receive a letter from you this
21 month, August, 1973.

( 22 The offshore power systems submitted their plant
23 description report for review on January 23rd, 1973. These

24 documents were docketed or accepted for docketing on Junei

-ce-Federal Reporter.. Inc

25 .| the 8th, 1973.
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I We, as Public Service Electric and Gas, hope to

2 submit or will submit a preliminary safety analysis report

3 on about the last week of September, September 24, 1973.
(

4 This is what our schedule is.

5 Now, the question why the schedule. There is a

.

6 reason for this. The construction of breakwater and other

-
7 site-related items take approxinately four years for

8 construction. The -- it is anticipated, or it is our schedule

9 that we will receive the first unit of these floating plants

10 on the site on July 1979.

II In order to do this we must start or complete
|
I

12 !! ou.? site construction June of 1969. Just about that time. And
'l .

13 || to do this, working backwards with a four year lead, we must
: -

ei

I4 || start our site construction June of 1975, and, therefore,
II
Il

15ii we really need a site construction license at that time.
|

16 The commercial operation of Number 1 Unit is Ma3 1,

4

17 1980, and this is our schedule, and I hope that we will be
I'.

18 || able to meet these.
I

l9! Just a brief word about the site. We are going-

l
i

Il
20l' to cover this more in detail with other speakers, but I

21 would like to touch a few highlights here, if I may.

22 By the way, there are handouts of all the schedules

23 that I have shown on the screen., They are available. They

9 24 are printed.
*ce Federal Reporters. Inc.,,j
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1 The site is located some approximately three

2 miles off the New Jersey coast. Just for clear definit, ion

3
.

of what that means in that area, we draw a line between the
t

4 soush end of Long Beach Island, and Brigantine area here,

5 and it is measured from there out to the point of the -- to

- 6 the site.

7 The line is drawn through here and the measure is
,

8 made from that line out to the plant.

9 To be exact, the center of the plant, the center

10 point of the plant, is 2.8 nautical miles. The toe of the

11 i breakwater bappens to be some 200 feet away from the three
i

12 nautical mile line. So we are just about at the three mile

G 4 .

13 ] limit.

Il
14 | The site is located some twelve miles northeast of

!!
15 |1 Atlantic Cit y, and seventy miles from New York City.

16 ||i' The south area will be 186 acres.
i
!

17 || This is the application we have made to the State

||
18 !| of New Jersey for riparian rights to place this plant on.

*

0

19 || The actual area that this plant covers is quite
.

|
20 I small. It is about 70 acres. If it were squared out, if one

21 didn't follow the ins and outs of the thing, it would only

( 22 cover 105 acres.

23 So it is, indeed, not a large area.

)k\24 (Slide.)
ace-Federal Reporters. Inc.
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1 in our presentations to you in the offshore power systems

2 pre-application review is still the same.

3 We have a breakwater that is curved, horse-shoed

4 manner, facing the ocean side, and there are two units,

5 1150 meg., watts net electrical output each, located within this

~

6 breakwater.

7 There is a straight portion to the breakwater which
,

8 looks at the land side, the shore of New Jersey being right

9 here at the bottom of the screen.

10 We will describe the breakwater in more detail as

II | we go along today.
..-

,

12,i (Slide.)
I!

131: The cross-section of the breakwater still remains
I: .

14h the same. The caisson, the rubble mound with the dolos as
'4

Ifh the armored section on top.

16 ||i There will be more descriptions of this again.
i

l

17 |1 (Slide.)

b
'

18 I should mention some dimensions here. The break-
n

. 19b water stands 64 feet above the mean low water level. It is
l'

20 indeed a very high structure and, of course, the depth of

21 water at the site is approximately 40 feet. So, therefore,

( 22 the height of the breakwater from the bottom of the ocean is*

23 some 104, 105 feet, and the breakwater measures over 300 feet.

G ,

24 across the bottom.
ace-Federal Reporters Inc. ! 5
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1 We have built a 1-to-64 scale model of the break-9 2 water and the plants within it, properly modeled, to give us

3 the motions of the plant when it is subjected to the waves

4 of probable maximum hurricane or the design basis, I mean the

5 <;,perating basis storms.

- 6 This pic'ture shows the basin at the University of

7
.

Florida in Gainesville where we had the meeting last Friday

8 where -we are now starting the measurements on the motions

9 of the plant and the sizes of waves.

10 There will be more about this again later today

11 by some other speaker.

I
~

12 t That concludes my statements. If there are anyi

13 [ .

[ questions I would like to answer them now and then we will go
9 .

14 to the next speaker.

|15 DR. MANGELSDORF: Any questions of Mr. Kehnemuyi?

16 ! (No response.)
!

| Why don't you then proceed with you:c next item?17

l
18 MR. KEHNEMUYI: The next speaker is Mr. Joseph

*

li
19

, Fischer of Dames and Moore who is going to describe the site

20 in more detail than I did in something like five or six minutes.

21 MR. FISCHER: I am Joseph Fischer, a partner in the

( 22 firm of Dames and Moore. I will try to start with the

23 population, and I am sorry, but could I view the viewgraphs

9 24 i and then switch to the slides and then go back to the view-
*te Federal Reporters. inc.

|

4 j j @()25 graph and then back to the slides.
li

il
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I We have taken a look at the present-day population

2 .out there and attempted to extrapolate it by fairly standard

3
g means up to the period of 2000 and 2020.

A few numbers that go with *;his. In the zero to

5 ten mile radius at the present time, 1970 census, there are

- 6 about 12,000 to 13,000 people.

7
(Slide.).

8| The year 2000 this would increase to about 40,000

9 people. In the year 2020 it would increase to about 50,000

10 people.
I

11
'

There is a seasonal resident population that we

12
have also looked into. For the. year 1970 this is about 32,0009

C|| people. Year 2000, about 96,000 people. And for the year

I4 2020, about 114,000 people.

15 This does not include t!' Labor Day crowd, but this

16
is a recreation area and there are more people who live there

i

17 ! during the summer than during most of tne year.
!

18 '| For comparison's sake we have plotted the
*

ll

I9h population of people, people and population, miles from the.

20 site, which you can't see up her e, zero, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50,

21 and the number of people as you go out.

22 Our site is essentially this line here, and, as

23
you can see, it is much lower th,an a number of the other

'24 *."*
4}} i)97m.-rede,oi a, porters. inc.
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I

O Salem, Ginna.

2 So certainly for comparison purposes we are in an

3 area of low population.
,

4
The physio -- physiographically the -- oh,

5 incidentally, this graph is in the PSAR and it is Figure 7.7-7

6-

if anybody wishes to take a look at it.

7 Physiographically we are in the inter portion
,

8 of the Atlantic continental plain. We are about 50 miles

9 southeast of the fall zone. The continental shelf is a

10 continuatirn of the Atlantic coastal plain.

Il (Slide.)>

12 We have taken a loo! at the regional picture. The

13i; site is essentially in an area that is pretty much the same

Id |l
'

l| for the entire coastline. The site lies up the inlet here.
i

15 ,| We have the edge of Long Island. New York ' City up

16 |hhere.
ii

17 || The symmetry of the whole coast essentially goes
!!

IU*

in this direction with the grain lying along in that general
|

19 direction.,

20 Atlantic City about here. Cape May is here.

21 This will give you a rough idea.

22 The Piedmont, edge of the Piedmont plain is

23 roughly in through here.
,

24 Now, the nearby land use -- and by nearby I mean
%ce-Federal Reporters. Inc.
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1 primarily wettands which are now protected by New Jersey law,

2 a wildlife refuse and small beach type communities such as

3 Brigantine.
(

4 I think it is very typical of the area lying around

5 the coast.

6 Geologically -- and can I go back to the transparency-

7 again?

8 (Slide.)

9 Geologically what we have in this area of New

10 Jersey as essentially a layer cake with everything dipping fron

11 the Piedmont plateau down toward the coast. Series of soils
.

12,l which have been deposit.ed under marine and non-marinei
a .

13$ conditions, sloping this way at roughly 25 feet per mile.
'. .

14 |||
This is exaggerated, obviously.

|
t

15 | They are essentially inter-bedded sands and
i

16 |
clays continuing down to rock at a depth in the site

n

17 |! area of about 5000 feet,

b
18 i Hydraulically, this results in a sloping surface

-

li
II

19 !' that you can see. And this slide is essentially in -- let's
,

20, see Figure 2.5.1-7.

23 The cross-section is good from a hy'drologic

( 22 condition.
} Q99

23 | As you can see, if you have a series of aquifers

24 pJ and aquaclude -- by aquaclude I mean water barriers - +.at
-c rederal Reporteis, Inc.

25 there will be no possibility of influencit.g any wells that

'l

[
a

il
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I might be along the shore.

2 Water will flow essentially down to an aquaclude

3 and then go laterally without penetrating upgradiento
i

4 So hydraulically there seems to be no way in

5 which the plant site could affect any nearby community's

6 water supply.
*

7
.

The rock is a continuation of the piedmont plain

8 to the west. The structure is generally northeast-southwest.

9 And the last period of tectonic activity is about 200 million

10 years ago, roughly what we call the triassic period.
,

1

| The nearest map fault is the Cream Valley-HuntingtorII

I2 fault which is roughly 50 miles to the west-northwes+. This
I -

3 |i is a strong fault running roughly northeast-southwest.1

G
-

I4 I A slightly anomalous feature we have to the
li

15 b north of the site roughly 60 miles is the Calvin Cornwell

16 structure. That has been postulated, hasn't necessarily been
i

17 proven to exist.

i
*

18 $ Aside from these two features there is nothing of
b

l9 any significance anywhere near the site geologically. It is.

!20 a relatively featureless coastal plain.

21 So look at the seismicity of the area. We have

( 22 taken into account all the earthquake activity. The major

23 shocks that have occurred are at,Asbury Park, intensity 7;

and Wilmington, Delaware, intensity 7. kk24

%ce-Federal Reporters. inc.g

25 0 The two larger shocks were both 50 to 60 miles
||
u

'|
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I from the site.
,

2 We have assumed that either of these shocks, for

3
(

purposes of design, could occur at the site, with resulting

d accelerations on the range of 10.to 15 percent G.

5 However, the plant will be designed to surface
~

6 accelerations of 20 percent G in.the foundation soils.

7.ndil (Slide.)
406
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.
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1 1
The local site conditions compares very well

2 with the regional picture that we gained through primarily

3 a use of the available information. Investigations per-
,

4 formed at the site --

5 (Slide.)
. -- consisted of a series of test borings, vibra6

seismic reflections, aerial " mag" and down-hole
- 7 cores,

|

8 logging. The site lies here.

9 What we find is the same typical bi-symmetry,

10 lying this way, the swale lies over here, so the site fits

11 in geographically and logically with what you would expect
.-

12 from the regional picture.

13 The soils we found on the basis of the work done

14 |i
'

|
at the site -- incidentally, that last slide was Figure

15 |d
2.5.1-13.

|

i'
16 (Slide.)

1411 102i

The next slide is 2. --

17 |
I

18 i| DR. BENDER: What are your references?
i

11
I

19 |I| MR. FISCHER: The PDSR -- PSDR.-

20 This slide is pretty much the information on

21 2. 5.1-14 (b) .
( What we have are a series of medium dense sands,'

22

23 medium stiff clays, dense sands and clays, and this continues

9 24 to the depth of the borings. The deepest hole we drilled
acedederal Reporters, Inc.

25 was about 285 feet. The breakwater and mooring caissons
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'
1 are being designed with the knowledge of what exists out

2 there. There has been a continuous interplay between Dames

3 & Moore, the people who have done the field investigations,

4 and Frederick R. Harris, the people who are doing the

5 design and Public Service. So that the work includes -- the

-

6 design work includes the effects of the soil conditions and

,

everything works together.7

8 On the basic of the work that we have done, I

9 think that we can say that geologically the site appears

10 to be pretty good. Essentially typical of the area. And

11 from a land-use and population-use, is also good, probably
.

12 atypical of New Jersey.
I

*

13 || Ale there any questions?
h -

14 DR. MANGELSDORF: Any questions?

I

15 | Does that complete your --

16| Joe, were you about to make a comment?
!

17 1 DR. PALLADINO: I was going to ask if consultants,
i

!
' 18 ;' I think one of our consultants has some questions.

19 DR. MANGELSDORF: All right. I was going 'o
,,

20
|

suggest that we have the Staff comment. Is that order

21 satisfactory to you? kk\
( Are there any comments from the Staff at this22

23 Point?

G
.

24 MR. BIRKEL: We would like -- Mr. Chairman, we
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25, would like to make an introductory summary with regard to'

!
l.
'!

i
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1 our review of the application at this time, or at the9 .

2 appropriate time that the Chairman would like.

3 DR. MANGELSDORF: As far as I know, this would
1

4 be an appropriate time.

5 DR. PALLADINO: I was going to suggest if we

- 6 have questions on this specific topic, why don't we cover

7 those?
.

8 DR. MANGELSDORF: All right. Are there questions

9 on this topic? On the presentation as we have just heard?

10 There will be opportunity also after we have heard the other

11 comments on this topic. Any questions on this topic?

12
|
i MR. PHILBRICK: I would like to inquire, on

h

l' .

13i; tne right-hand side of your slide, this last one, you show
!i -

14,I! a slightly different type of material than you have on the
i

151 left-hand side of the slide. You have really a two-layer
|

16 system on the right and a multi-layer system on the

'l
17 i left.

i

1411 104- 18 (Slide.)

19
.

As I read that slide, the dotted materials

20 i forming a major part of the foundation is sand; is that

21 right, Joe?

( 22 MR. FISCHER: Yes, this here is the medium --

23 fine to medium sand, primarily, some small amount of travel.
,

24 MR. PHILBRICK: The stuff diagonally hashed to
ace federal Reporters, Inc.

25 || the left above that, what is that?

!!
9
i

|
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1 MR. FISCHER: A silty clay.

2 MR. PHILBRICK: Where is the site itself?

3 MR. FISCHER: The site would be right in through
,

4 here. The breakwater covers a pretty good sized area.

5 MR. PHILBRICK: So the breakwater is sitting on

~

6 top of some silty clay?

7 MR. FISCHER: Right.
.

8 MR. PHILBRICK: Below which is some sand?

9 MR. FISCHER: Right.

10 MR. PHILBRICK: Whicn is the last subject to

11 deformation under seismic activity?
.-

12 MR. FISCHER: The less --

13 MR. PHILBRICK: The less subject to deformation?

14 | MR. FISCHER: Okay. I guess the sand will be.
|

15 | Am I right on that one? I am trying to figure out, the clay

16 is closer to the load. The whole thing responds as a unit.

|
17 j And we will have some greater deformations in the sand

during--Imeanintheclayduringdynamicload.}kk\~

18

. 19 MR. PHILBRICK: All right, then, the foundation

20 change, the settlenent, is primarily in the clay, isn't it?

21 MR. FISCHER: Static settlement. There would be

( 22 virtually no settlement on the dynamic loads.

23 MR. PHILBRICK: All right. Why has there been

9 24 i a concern about liquefaction?
Ace-Federot Reporters, Inc. |

25 || MR. FISCHER: There are some thin layers of sand
fi
Il
't

||
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1 on top.9 2 MR. PHILBRICK: How thick are they?

3 MR. FISCHER: They range up to a maximum of about
(

4 15, 18 feet.

5 MR. PHILBRICK: Do they extend below the level

- 6 of dredging?

7 MR. FISCHER: Yes.
.

8 HR. PHILBRICK: They do?

9 MR. FISCHER: In some cases, yes.

10 MR. PHILBRICK: You say some cases. Do you mean,

11 then, that these are not continuous layers over the entire
-

12 foundation of the breakwater?
!

|

13 || MR. FISCHER: Right. Yes, we are down to some
!; .

14 |l
| places almost no sand on top.

I

15 | MR. PHILBRICK: Would you improve your position
|

16 / with respect to stability as a seismic Class A, Category A

17
|

structure, if you stripped off the upper materials and,

18 |i founded your structure on the clay?-

i

|
19 MR. FISCHER: No, I think under the present design

.

20 that we would get essentially the same performance if we

21 did that.

14\\ \06
( 22 MR. PHILBRICK: Supposing you stripped off the

23 clay down to the top of the basal sand the;7, what would

24 be the condition with respect to the Category A design?
*ce-Federal Reporters, Inc. g

25 || MR. FISCHER: Dynamically?

I

!! -
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1 MR. PHILBRICK: Yes. Would you be better off9 2 or worse off?

3 MR. FISCHER: I guess you would be a little bit

4 better off.

5 MR. PHILBRICK: Now if you looked at any other

6 part of the site area, would you be free of the-

7 necessity of stripping in order to found the breakwater
.

8 on the sand?
.

9 MR. FISCHER: Oh, yes, there are general areas

10 around there which have less clay than we have right here.

11 MR. PHILBRICK: Is the sand at a higher eleva-
I

.

12 tion, the top of the sand, than shown here in those other
I

13 ,| areas?
!'
| MR. FISCEER: There are some sands. This sand14 |li
r

15 |i| right here is pretty uniform in depth. There are others
4

16 in filling materials through here which are combinations

of sands and clays.17 i

i

!
I

18 d MR. PHILBRICK: If you were looking for essentially-

19 |4I

.
uniform foundation, homogenous structure base, would you get

20 it anywhere else with less excavation than you would here?

21 MR. FISCHER: No. You would be roughly the same.

( 22 The only completely uniform material that we are seeing is

23 once you get down somewhere in here. And you might save a

9 '

24 few feet. But you are talking about essentially something
-ce. ede,oi Reponm. inc.! ,

25\ that has rciatively uniform depth across here.

gk\:
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1 MR. PHILBRICK: Where is the proposed foundation

2 of the breakwater?

3 MR. FISCHER: We are putting it right on top.
(

4 MR. PHILBRICK: Right on top. What difference

5 in elevations between the foundation of the breakwater

6 and the foundation of the dredged area, or the base of the,

7 dredged area?
.

8 MR. FISCHER: Base of the dredged area, do

9 you have that number? The base of the dredged area is

10 minus 47. And so we are talking about in here, that is

11 roughly 10 feet.

12 MR. KEHNEMUYI: May I interrupt, Joe, a minute?
I
i

13 The minus 47 is a local situation. It'is under two caissons
. .

14 | that are not backed by the mooring caissons inside the basin.I

15 It would require a sketch to show this, if I may draw on the
1

|

16 board.

I

17 h MR. PHILBRICK: Well, the only problem that I have
P
i

181 got here is whether when you build this breakwater, are-

19 you then excavating, dredging to the land side of it, or
.

20 have you got that done beforehand?

21 MR. FISCHER: Oh, we are not dredging after the

( 22 breakwater is built. There will be some dredging initially

' 23 in the central part of the area, and then that's it, as far
.

431 \0B24 as dredging goes.
-c - eral Reporters. Inc.

25 | MR. PHILBRICK: Okay. This is the -- let me
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1 ask you a question on material. Then I will be off your9 .

2 back.

3 Where are you getting the breakwater stone?
(

4 What material will it be, how will you schedule it in so

5 that the breakwater will be completed in time to put the

# 6 plant in position,'on schedule?

7 MR. FISCHER: Okay. I cannot answer all those
&

8 questions.

9 The material is going to be a good, sound, solid

10 rock with a high friction angle. We have - "we" meaning a

11 group of people including Frederick R. Harris, Public,

i

12 Service, have come up with a set of specifications for
I

h

13 h the rock which are going -- is going out for bid,which has
!' .

14 just gone out for bid. The contractor that will -- will

|'
15 :| find a place for the material will be then inspected by

!

|

16 ij various representatives of the owner.
I

!

17 |! But as far as selecting a location, a positive
'
i

i

18 d location for the rock, we have not done that except to-

1

19 ! indicate in the specs that the rock has got to be pretty
-

1

20 good material.

21 Scheduling will be up to the contractor to do

( 22 that.

23 MR. PHILBRICK: You are specifying abrasion-

24 resistant rock?
9

*te-Federal Reporters. Inc ;

431 10925 MR. FISCHER: Yes.
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1 MR. PHILBRICK: And you are specifying rate of9 .

2 delivery?

3 MR. FISCHER: What we are specifying from an
,

t

4 engineering sense is how much rock you can pst on at any

5 one particular time. I guess that is rate. But we are

6 not talking about, we are not controlling them to the " nth"*

7 degree. We will say you can't put on more than this over
,

8 a particular length of time.

9 MR. PHILBRICK: Are you giving him a minimum rate

10 of placement?

11 MR. FISCHER: No.

12 MR. PHILBRICK: Then how do you know the job will

*

13 be done when you have to have it?

14 MR. FISCHER: The contractor will be selected

15 l on the ability -- and I am getting out of my field now --
l'

16 |i to do a job in the time necessary.
'

17 MR. PHILBRICK: The question is, does he have

! sufficient plan to do it? That is all.~

18

,
19 MR. KEHNEMUYI: May I answer that question?

20 We have, as Joe pointed out, Public Service

21 Electric and Gas has gone out for bids for building this

( 22 breakwater with a provision that the contractor supply the

23 stone. So we did this in the past one week. So we will

9 24 not know until the end of this year where the sources of
Ace-Federal Reporters, he.

25| these materials will be. We have a specification that will.

\4\\ \10,

I
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1 bind the contractor to do certain things, the materials9
2 must meet certain criteria. We are quite confident

3 that there will be enough materials on this, talking to the,

t

4 various contractors who have been invited to bid. If I

5 may say, we just did not mail a letter to these people and

* 6 say, "Please build'a breakwater or tell us how much you

7 would charge us to build a breakwater." We had several,

8 conferences with them, and they are very confident that

9 there will be enough materials.

10 MR. FISCHER: As an independent check on the

11 contractor, we have looked at a number of possible quarry

12' sites that had both the type of rock, we believe, without
k'I .

13 || going 2nro major testing, and also sufficient quantity.
r -

14 h So we are not asking for something that is impossible to
i

15 | produce. We know that there are a number of places that

16' do have the material, and now it is up to the contractor to

|
select the place that is most economical for his operation.17 i

I

i

18 d MR. PHILDRICK: That's all.
*

i
19 ' Thank you, Joe.,

20 DR. MANGELSDORF: Any other comments than the
1

21 Regulatory Staff? I will call on them in a minute again.

( 22 Any other comments or discussion, questions

23 of Mr. Fischer?

24 Now for the Staff. Do you have some comments
*ce Federal Reporters, Inc.

g

25d to make at this point?

)k\
n
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1 MR. BIRKEL: Not on the discussion that we have

9 '

2 just heard, Mr. Chairman. We would like to make an intro-

3 ductory summary, if we could, from the Staff's position.

4 DR. MANGELSDORF: That would be fine.

5 MR. BIRKEL: At this time?

6 DR. MANGELSDORF: Yes.*

el2 7
F

8

9

10

11

.-

12

*

13

.

14 |i1

1

15 |
t

16

17

- 18
I

I

l,

20

21

( 22

2
1411 12-
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06 1 MR. BIRKEL: Thank you.

2 My name is Ralph Birkel and I am the licensing

3 project manager for the Atlatnic generating station.
;

4 Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee: our

5 meeting with you today is a continuation of discussions that
*

6 we have held with t'he Subcommittee on May the 23rd and June

7 the 20th, 1973, relating to the pre-application review of the,

8 proposed site for the Atlantic generating station.
.

9 The Staff review w>s completed and a summary of

10 our findings presented in our report dated June 8, 1973.

Il This review was pen smed in response to the

12 , December 14, 19i' request by Public Service Electric and Gas
n .

13 [ for a Commission and an ACRS pre-application site review for

U

14 I| the intended purpose of determining the general adequacy of
i

15 I the site upon which to locate two floating nuclear power
I 1411 113

16 | stations.
'I
h

17 ||
This request by Public Service and Electric

il
18 li and Gas was made in the hope that it would help enable

|
19 Public Service to prepare a prelminary safety analysis report

20 |l which will be adequate and complete for the formal review.
i

I

21 In keeping with this intent we met with you -- we

(
22 meet with ';ou today with the objective of obtaining from the

'

23 Committee in a letter report its comments, review and

G 24 h obtaining guidance in preparing a complete and acceptable
Ace Federal Reporters. Inc.||

25] Atlantic generating station site safety analysis report from

Il
l'
it
h
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1 Public Service.9
2 Based on the information provided by Public Service

3 the Staff was unable to establish the suitability of the site

4 for the location of two floating nuclear plants.

5 However, our review of that information did not

6 identify any reason's why this site should not be suitable*

7 for the location of such plants.
.

8 Considercble further evaluation and demonstration

9 by Public Service and Electric and Gas will be required to

10 conclusively accept the proposed site.

11 This should occur subject, then, to receipt of

|
-

12 I a site preliminary safety analysis report which we understand
.n|

13 [j
is now scheduled for September of 1973~.

I

14 1 In keeping with this September schedule we feel
'l
i

151! that our June report will help enable Public Service to
|

16 i|Iprepare a preliminary safety analysis report which would
|

't
17 be adequate and complete.

t
'

18 | We have identified in Section 1.3 of our report

19 areas of major deficiencies which require significant
.

20 recognition in the preliminary safety analysis report in

21 order to determine the acceptability of the' site and the

( structures and components to be constructed under a site22

}k)23 construction permit.

G 24 1 should point out at this time that the offshore
Ace-Federal R porters, tv.

25 ,| nuclear power plant concept in light of proposed Appendix M
I;

!
i
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I to 10 CFR Part 50 will require two separate applications and9 2 licensing reviews associated with each facility. One for the

3 manufacture of the plants and one for each proposed site.

4 We performed a pre-application 1 review with the

5 former aspects with offshore power systems and issued a report

6 on their floating nuclear plant on July the 21st, 1972..

7 In our June 1973 pre-application review of the
,

8 latter site aspect we remained convinced that the site design

9 involved approaches of paramount importance in such a split

10 licensing approach. This is one of the reasons that our reviek

II

|
of the offshore power system application for a license to

..

12 manufacture which was docketed on July the 5th this year must

13 be complete and a license to manufacture issued before we

14| will issue a site construction permit.
I

t
I
l

15 p8 That concludes our introductory comments to the
i
l!

16i Ccmmittee, Mr. Chairman.
I

'l

17 h DR. MANGELSDORF: Thank you.

0
-

18 || Any questions by the Committee of the Staff at
li

19 | this point?
,

20 h|
l

Yes, Mike?

2I DR. BENDERi What is your present position on what

( 22 you intend to require in the way of information regarding the

1411 11523 sinking of the plant?
,

24 MR. BIRKEL: In our review with the OPS people we
are Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 ) had indicated that we must recogni::e that sinking should be
!!

k
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1 included as a design basis requirement for the platform,

2 for the floating nuclear plant.

3 We have indicated that in our July report of

4 last year.

5 DR. BENDER: This means what, that the whole power

6 plant must be submerged?-

7 MR. BIRKEL: The power plant must be capable of
,

8 being' shut down and maintained under shutdown conditions

9 under all emergency conditions and this would include total

10 bottoming of the floating nuclear plant.

II DR. PALLADINO: With regard to this envelope you
.-

12 are speaking about, have you established acceptable values
N

13] of probabilities for various kinds of events which you
, .

I4 perceive?

h

15 q MR. BIRKEL No, at this time we have not. We
'l

16 | have recognized the importance of developing such a design
|
I

17
| envelope, and we have discussed that with the OPS people,
h

-

18 Offshore Power Systems people, during our review of their
I

.
19 pre-application report.

20| At this time, however, we cannot say that we have

21 developed such probabilities. 14}} } } ()

( 22 DR. MANGELSDORF: Mike?

23 DR. BENDER: Could I ask one question of the

9
,

24 Applicant with respect to the matter of sinking, or the sunk
Ace Fede,ol Reperters, Inc.|;,

25 ) power plant? Do you plan to deal with that in your PSAR?
I
,

I

h
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I MR. KEHNEMUYI: Yes, OPS has already done that in9 2 their plant descriptive report. The sinking is taken care of.

3 DR. BENDER: It will be dealt with in the context
(

4 of the site in which we are --

5 MR. KEHNEMUYI: May I add that neither they nor

6 we believe this plant will ever sink. It is designed that it-

7 will bottom-seat.
_

8 DR. BENDER: None of us suspect it to, but that

9 doesn't prevent us from thinking about it.

10 DR. MANGELSDORF: Any other commer.ts from the ACRS

II consultants at this point?

12 || MR. KEHNEMUYI: Why don't you go ahead with the
!!

~

13 next item on your agenda?

'i
I4 |j MR. KEHNEMUYI: Yes, sir. This next item is the

I
15 || uniqueness of this review. It points out the uniqueness of

i

| this review. There are two applications, as was pointed out,16

d
17 | and it is the comparison of these applications or comparison

I
-

18 || of the design envelope wita what a site meets.
ii

19i In this specific case what our site fulfills.

i

20 in that envelope. It will be covered by Joseph Ashworth

21 of Public Service Electric and Gas.

1411 117< 22 (Slide.)

23 MR. ASHWORTH: Good evening. My name is Joseph
!

24| Ashworth, for Public Service. I am assistant to the project
Ace Federal Reporters. Inc.|

25 || manager for the Atlantic generating station.
b
,,

|

0
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1

O I have fourteen transparencies to go through. I

2 will try to go as quickly as I can. These are a summary

3 of the values that have been obtained for the envelope, both
4 in the plant design report which has been submitted and

5 docketed from OPS and the preliminary site description report
6 which has been submitted for a pre-application review..

7 We have summarized the values and we have indexed
.

8 the areas in those two reports where the development of these
9 values can be found.

10
To attempt to go deeply into the development of each

II one of these values in the time available would be less than
12 rewarding a task, but we have people available that can answer

,

I3q any specific questions.

Id (Slide.)
Il
1

15 | The first area of interest is meteorology. The

16 atmospheric diffusion conditions felt to be minimum acceptable
i

17 | are shown in the plant design report, Sec 2.7..

1

- 18 d By the way, all of this material has been

19| submitted previously for review by the DOL and the ACRS.,

20 Our predicted K over Q values are better than

21 the reference plant; that is, the plant that is designed by
( 22 Offshore Power Systems by a factor of 2.

1411 118
23 It remains to verify these conditions in the

9eral Reporters. Inc.
,

24 meteorological test program.
ace-

25 | In the matter of rainfall, the plant is designed

h
a
h
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1 for a maximum of 7 inches per hour, and the monthly

2 precipitation measured at Atlantic City,which is the closest

3 point for which records are available, has never exceeded five

4 inches per day. That is referenced in PSDR Table 2.1-1.

5 However, we have been digging in the meantime and

6 we discovered that if you can believe the record, in 1903*

7 at Atlantic City they claim they got 9.21 inches in 24 hours,
,

8 Rather' than one hour.

9 We think we are still in good shape.

10 (Slide.)

II | Continuing with meteorology. The minimum air

12 h|
..

temperature used as a design value for the plant is minus

O I !
'

13 [ five degrees, and going back to Atlantic City records again

I
14 ,| the minimum for the last nine years for which the best data is

6
I

15 |ti available is plus five degrees.
i

16 We believe that the sea condition -- or the site

17 ||| conditions near the sea surface will be warmer than this

d~

18 |i plus five degrees, but we must verify this in our

. 19 ,| meteorological test program.
1;
I

20'l The water temperature extremes, 30 degrees and 85l

21 degrees, design points.

22 | At the time of the preparation of this slide we

|
23 I had values spanning January and August, and was 37.2 and

9
,

24 75.7 degrees respectively for tho two months.
d

ece Federal Reporters. Inc.[

25 Sowefallwithinthesiteenvelope.j4j
'i ,
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I All of these reference tables and information items9 .

2 in the PSDR --

3 DR. KERR: Excuse me. I don't know this much about
(

4 sea water. Is the implication of what is typical of January

5 1973 typical of all Januaries?

0 MR. ASHW' ORTH: Well, let me answer the question-

7 by saying that we took a number of measurements during
.

8 January and this was the minimum temperature that we found.

9 Now, when the test program has been running for a
10 full year, at maximum efficiency, we will have a larger number
II of readings, but we don't feel we are going to find anything

.-

12 that would fall below thirty degrees.

' J li Now, this data that -- referring to PSDR -- will
h

I4 b be included also in our PSAR when submitted in September.
,!!

15 I (Slide.)

16 We are concerned, of course, with the wind and

17 |l|
wave loadings upon the plant. The wave conditions within

i
.

18| the basin, limiting wave conditions, are stated by Offshore
!

l9 Power Systems such that they will not cause greater than,

20 three degrees pitch and roll.
1411 120

21 By the way, this is & double amplitude three

( 22 degrees. And the preliminary limits or values for those

23 waves are less than twenty feet in height, or the heights

9
,

24 that are defined in the figure 2.4-1 in the PDR.
*ce ederal Reporters, Inc.

25 ] This figure recognizes that waves of different

k|
il
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periods will have different effects upon the plant.

Now, we have calculated the waves in the bain to

3 be below the allowable limits. This will be confirmed by

d the model tests at the University of Florida, Gainesville.

5 Our preliminary results indicate that we are well

6.

within this envelope of three degrees single amplitude.

7 The operating basins wind is 180 miles per hour.
,

O This is the point at which the plant is designed to continue

9 operation, and the predicted maximum, or predicted operating

10 basis wind which is the one in a hundred probability storm is

11

| 156 miles per hour.
,

..

I2 d DR. OKRENT: What does operating basis wind mean
4

U |i again?
*

,

Id || MR. ASHWORTH: The operating basis and design basis
h
i

15 |f are the two terms we are using. Operating basis generally
1

16 conforms to a meteorological condition with a probability of
fi

I7 occurrence of one in one hundred. The design basis corresponds ;

-

18| to, in the case of waves, to the probable maximum hurricane.
1

But in the case of wind, the next slide I --.

t

20 I
DR. PALLADINO: Before you take that slide of f, I

21 thought you ought to indicate a little bit more about your

22 assurrptions on this Atlantic generating station calculated to

j4}} }2l23 be below allowable limits.
,

2d I think perhaps Mr. Wil' on has some questionss
ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 h
;; that ought to come up at this time. What is the basis on --
';
!'

4
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MR. ASHWORTH: The basis for the allowable limit

2
statement initially was testing an analysis done at

( Stevens University in their wave tank. It has been confirmed

4
to date by the testing done at the University of Florida.

5 But it ultimately, and I think the -- at a later point we will

6*

have more of a discussion on model testing. It ultimately

must be confirmed by model testing.-

8
DR. PALLADINO: I was thinking more about the

9
magnitude or conditions which you finally will test. I agree

10
that you can confirm it by test, but you won't confirm any

11
more than you test.

._

12

G MR. ASHWORTH: You mean the condition of the
I

h wave outside the basin?
i

14 i
| DR. PALLADINO: What are the circumstances under

15 k|
l

r which you are going to have your calculated conditions,

16
assumed conditions?

17 I

i MR. ASHWCRTH: If we are going to discuss the
I

~

18 |' characteristics of the probable maximum hurricane, which isi

-
19|

the governing conditu.1 for waves, I would rather refer that

20
question to one of our consultants. }}

21 Before I do, I would like to continue my answer to

22
the question on the wind, however. The question was where

23 did we get the 156 miles per hour or the 180 miles per hour.9 24 U O# " # O "U " D N *Ac..rederoi n.poriers, inc.

25 |1' The answer is no. The tornado is the worst wind
;1\

o
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I9 that can occur.

2 My next slide shows that.

3 DR. SIESS: Those wave conditions within the
t

4
basin, are those design basis conditions or operating basis

5 conditions?

6-

MR. ASHWORTH: The wave conditions for three degrees

7 single amplitude are design basis conditions.,

O DR. SIESS: That is the maximum the plant can take?

9 MR. ASHWORTH: Be able to maintain safe shutdown

10 during that condition. Shutdown and maintain safe shutdown.

II DR. BENDER: Is there some lapse time associated
n,

.-

12 with that? Or does that make any difference?
!'

13 MR. ASHWORTH: No, that would be a continuous
,

I4I, thing. The operating basis condition that corresponds toi
li
|

15 this is on the order of two degrees. And when plant motion
i

16 | starts to reach that point we will have to have operating
d

I7 h|procedures which will start to secure the plant.|
-

18 || DR. SIESS: That three degrees, that figure has
b

I9
. been fixed by OPS?

O| MR. ASHWORTH: That's correct.

- \ \} }h2ndl3 21

.V~
22

23

24
*ce-Federal Reporters. Inc. t
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r1 1 DR. SEISS: Do you have any idea whether the

2 Staff agrees with OPS, that three degrees is indeed the

(.
3 pitch and roll that this plant can withstand and still be

4 safe shut down? Staff has not yet reviewed the OPS site

5 envelopes, that I know of. The Staff said they hadn't

6 reviewed it.-

7 MR. BIRKEL: That's correct.
.

8 DR. SEISS: That means they don't know. I

9 raise this question because I think it may apply to other

10 things. Certainly, your plant must stay within the limits

11 that the plant manufacturer has said he is designing for,
'

12 but I hink that at some point along the line you have got

*

13 to find out whether the Staff is in ag eement with his

14 't criteria as to what constitutes safe shut-down. If it is

15 Operating basis, I don't think that gives any particular

16 Problem. You have to stop operating when you exceed his

17,'1 limits. And even if they get lowered, you still stop
l
d

181: Operating. But on a design basis, if you exceed his
-

|

|

19 ,' limits or whatever limits are finally decided upen, you,

I

20 can't build it. Not a question of just shutting down.

21 Do you know of your own knowledge the basis for

(
' 22 that three degrees, or have you just simply taken what OPS

23 gave you? }k}} }2k
24 MR. ASHWORTH: Is this question directed to

ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25, Public Service or the Staff?

I
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1 DR. SEISS: Public Service.

2 MR. ASHWORTH: The three degrees, I believe,

3
t.

corresponds to or is developed from an analysis of the

4 accelerations that_the plant can withstand. There is also a

5 period of this three degree oscillation. If you want to

6 pursue this further, I would like to pass this one over to*

7 one of the people from Offshore Power Systems that can give
.

8 us a more concise explanation,

9 DR. SEISS: No, I don't. But what I -- and I

10 don't know whether I want to pursue further the question

11 as to what you are going to do if this ends up at two degrees

12 |, instead of three. I have noticed over a period of time:
li
il

13 h that frequently the requirements that we end up with af ter
I

.

i

14 || the Staff gets through with their review are not quite
J
9

15 h as liberal as those that were proposed in the PSAR or the

16 permit to manufacture, or whatever document might be called.
I

17 # It seems to me you are hanging your site approval, not
!

* 18l approval in this case, but your site criteria on some
|

I

,
19' unreviewed criteria.

20 MR. KEHNEMUYI: Dr. Seiss, may I answer qqe}{}

21 tion?

( 22 DR. SEISS: Yes, sir.

23 MR. KEHNEMUYI: From our point of view, we have

24 a target number to hit which happens to be three degrees.i

me-Federal Reporters, !nc. !

25 ] But we have conducted these preliminary tests at Gainesville,

!!
o
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1 and they indicate that as Joe Ashworth pointed out, they

2 are going to be well below these numbers. We are vc.ry

3 confident that we are not going to reach the three degree
(

4 single amplitude in the probable maximum hurricane condition.

5 We woul'*, if vc were not this confident, we certainly

* ~

We feel there is6 would not pursue this thing as we are.

7 even a margin in there.,

8 DR. SEISS: Is that true of all the site envelope

9 criteria?

10 MR. KEHNE'4UYI : No, sir, it does not have to be.

11 For example, if you take the wind situation, if Offshore

12, Power Systems designs the plant for 180 miles per hour and

4 .

13 h indeed we find our site to have 179, I am exaggerating to get

li
14 l too close to it, we would feel that that is a point that we

15 can go in for an application for the site, feel confident,

16 and pursue this thing. These are things that we have gone

17 ] through this kind of exercise, or if I may call it an

.

18 1 exercise on land base plants. The novel things are this
|

- 19 ! pitch and roll and things like that. And we certainly

20 would not pursue this matter if we did not feel confident in

21 it. And we do feel confident in this.
1411 126(

22 DR. SEISS: I think there are two categories.

23 Pitch and roll are what I would call secondary criterion.

9 ,

24 Primary criterion is safe shutdown. OPS has defined three
Ace-Federal Reporters. Inc.

25! degrees as being the pitch and roll that corresponds to

4|
|
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1 safe shutdown presumably wi.th some margin. I don't know.

2 Now 180 miles per hour wind is a primary criterion. If

3 you meet that, I don't see how there can be much argument.
(

4 Dut there are several others in the same category as the
iP tch and roll. I don't know as we have gotten to them yet.5

6 Go al.ead. If you do, I will --,

7 (Slide.)
.

8 MR. ASHWORTH: Continuing with the wind. The

9 design basis wind during which the plant must be capable

10 of being shut down and kept in a shutdown condition corresponde
11 to the maximum tornado. We don't believe there is going
12 ,, to be such a maximum tornado at the Atlantic site, but this

'

Il

13 is the ctandard for analysis. *

h

14 (Slide.)
!

15 : MR. KEHNEMUYI: Maybe this is a good illustration,
l'

16! if I may add, Dr. Seiss, the site envelope in the case of the
17

| tornado was exactly equal to our design.
l

!81 DR. SEISS: Oh, yes. That is primarf, I think..

19 MR. ASHWORTH: Now certain site hazards are
.

20 capable of being withstood by the~ plant, and it has to be

21 shown that the site will not produce hazards which exceed

( 22 these hazards for the plant design. In terms of ship colli-

23 sion, the breakwater must prevent colliding ships or dis-

t*-aiReport.n.inc.,|
.

placed portions of the breakwater from contacting the plant.24 i

25!i Now the analysis shows that contact will be
i 1411 127
I

t
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1 prevented, and this will be confirmed again in University

2 of Florida at Gainesville by model testing using a scale

3 model of the 1 to 64 scale of a very large tanker. This

4 is felt to be the largest or most injurious type of ship

5 collision that could occur in this particular site. Hazardous

6 cargoes, such as munitions ships, require that the plant~

7 be sited in an area where the probability of collision,
,

8 subsequent explosion, be less than 10 to the minus 6th
,

9 per year. And we calculate that the probability of collision

10 and explosion of the munitions ship is approximately seven

11 times 10 to the minus 10th per year. And during peak

12 traffic or wartime years, would rise only to 1.5 times 10
! ~

13 || to the minus 9th.

l'
14' DR. OKRENT: I would like to ask some questions

15 on this slide, if I could. First with regard to the ship

|
16 collision on the size of the tanker you chose, did it depend

17 on the existence of a shoal or did you choose something

'

18 I! that was larger than could actually get by that shoal?

|

'9| MR. ASHWORTH: The shoal doesn't protect the entire- .

20 breakwater.

21 MR. KEHNEMUYI: The answer to your question, Dr.

k 22 Okrent, is we have not assumed that this shoal will stop

23 the ship. The ship will come through if the depth of water

9 |

24 ]
was 40 feet at mean low water. The shoal happens to be 26

Ace. Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 feet down. We are going to leave the shoal there, but we are
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1 saying that it is not there.

9 2 DR. OKRENT: I see. How big was this tanker,

3 then?
(

4 MR. ASHWORTH: 326,000 dead weight tons, 46-foot

5 draft.

6 DR. OKRENT: Fine. I see it there now.-

7 Now, the question I am more interested in is
e

8 on the bottom of that slide. Looking at the site envelope

9 value, I don't want to discuss what is the actual condition

10 there. There is a proposed site envelope value of 10 to

11 the minus 6th per year, less than 10 to the minus 6th per
.-

12 year for hazardous cargoes.
i

13 {j
-

MR. ASHWORTH: For munitions" ship collision and
a

14 | explosion, not all hazardous cargoes.
I

15 DR. OKRENT: Right. Does Public Service of New
:

16 j||Jersey endorse this figure as an appropriate site envelope

17 i value?
'|

18 MR. ASHWORTH: I think that would be presumptious-

I
10 of Public Service to attempt to answer. The committee has.

20 in the past evaluated proposals of this order of magnitude,

21 or possibilities of this order of magnitude and has passed

( 22 on the plants. I am sure that they will continue to look

23 at the submissions from OPS and continue to evaluate them.
.

24 We're saying that in our particular instance we calculate
ace- ero! Reporters. Inc.

25 ;' that probability to be seven times 10 to the minus 10th.
li
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1 DR. OKRENT: Let me try another tack at the same9 .

2 question.

3 Does Public Service have a probability per year

4 of a worse than Part 100 accident due to all possible

5 causes that they think should not be exceeded at the Atlantic

6 generating site if' reactors are built at this site?a

7 MR. ASHWORTH: Would you please state that ques-
.

8 tion once again?

9 DR. OKRENT: Yes.

10 (Laughter.)

11 DR. OKRENT: Does Public Service of New Jersey

12 have a probability per year of a worse than Part 100 acci-

13i dent that should not be exceeded due to all possible causes
i

14 | for reactors at this site, assuming reactor is built at this

15 |||site?
!

16| MR. ASHWORTH: I am really going to have to
|

17
| re-interpret that to make sure I get it right.

J
'

18 4 DR. MANGELSDORF: Let me try rephrasing it and
I

19 see if Dr. Okrent agrees. Do you have a figure of prob-,

20 i ability of a worse than Part 100 accident that'Public Service

21 regards as good enough?

( 22 Is that the question? )k
23 DR. OKRENT: Yes.

24 | MR. ASHWORTH: If that is the question, I do
-c.r.ac,oi neporters. inc. |

25 ,| not have an answer for it. Perhaps someone would like to help
t
||
|f
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1 out.

2 MR. KEHNEMUYI: I am not too --

3 DR. MANGELSDORF: Let me say that it would be

4 somewhat surprising to me personally if you did have an

5 answer for that, because I know a lot of other people that

6 don't.-

7 MR. KEHNEMUYI: I was going to answer the question
.

8 by saying that it may sound facetious to say this, but we

9 are indeed not setting up the speed limits. We are living

10 within them.

11 DR. SEISS: Well, the site envelope value for
'

12 this particular accident, it says less than 10 to the minus

13 6 t!. . If your probabilities, which now'say seven times 10

!!
14 || to the minus 10th come out to be nine times 10 to the minus

15 7th, would you consider that acceptable?
|

16 i MR. KEHNEMUYI: Yes, if, again, if the acceptable

I number were 10 to the minus 6th --
17|

'

18 DR. SEISS: I didn't say the acceptable number.

|
19 I said this number is 10 to the minus 6th. Neither you nor,

20 I nor the Staff yet knows whether that, nor OPS yet knows,

21 whether that is an acceptable value. }}
( 22 MR. KEHNEMUYI: Okay, let me answer your question

23 this way: In a case like this, I personally would feel

9-Federal Repertus, Inc.24 i very comfortable if someone said the acceptable number is

|
25 / 10 to the minus 6th and I had nothing to do with it. My

a
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1 number came out to be seven times 10 to the minus 10th,

2 I certainly would sleep better at night.

3 DR. SEISS: How do you feel now about 10 to the

4 minus 7th?

5 MR. KEHNEMUYI: I would feel it is within it,

- 6 but quite close.

7 DR. BUSH: I am intrigued with the unique
.

8 way of phraseology here, because I can visualize a rather

9 large number of cargoes that from an explosion magnitude

10 point of view, fertilizer cargoes, LNG cargoes, et cetera,

11 all of which have potential of doing as much damage as a
'

12 | munitions ship. I know. But that is why the seven times
!!

~

13 || 10 to the minus 10th figure --
h

-

14 | MR. ASHWORTH: Let me proceed to the next slide.

|
15 |i We have considered some of the other possibilities. In.

|
'16 addition on the agenda for today is a more detailed discus-

j sion of ship collision. I am sure that the person presenting17

I
-

181i that can perhaps allay some of your fears regarding different
I

19 '| types of cargo.
,

20 i (Slide.)

21 But other cargoes that we do have concern for

( 22 are LNG tankers, as was mentioned. We calculate that the

23 probability at Atlantic generating station for collision

24 and fire from an LNG tanker is 2.2 times 10 to the minus
Ace-Federci Reporters, Inc.

25 ,- 9th, approximately.
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9 1 The next hazardous cargo we have considered is

2 the anhydrous ammonia tanker. We are now studying the

3 . probability of the collision and rupt'ure of such a tanker.

4 If the probability of it is unacceptably high, it is

5 Practical for us to supply emergency breathing apparatus.

6 The fires from any' fuel spill other than LNG must be prevented-

7 from approaching closer than 100 feet from the plant. We,

8 have provided an oil boom within the breakwater to prevent

9 that fuel spill from getting any closer than 100 feet.

10 DR. OKRENT: Could I ask why the numbers for

11 anhydrous ammonia might be larger than 10 to the minus 6th

12 per year in view of the very small numbers you are calculating
9 !

.

13g for LNG tankers?

14 |4
!! MR. ASHWORTH: I believe you are concluding that

15 because we have not put a number down that the number is

16! larger. The actual reason is that we have not yet done the

17
|

study.

1411 133i*

18: DR. OKRENT: Thank you.

19 DR. PALLADINO: Why do you say fuel spills other,

20 than LNG?

21 MR. ASHWORTH: LNG is a fuel spill we don't feel

( 22 we can handle. WE feel we must eliminate that on probability

23 bases. But fuel spills other than LNG can be handled by

24 the firefighting equipment provided at the site, providing
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 || that they are kept 100 feet away from the plant.
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1 DR. BUSH: I would think an equally interesting

2 one in your second categcry there would be chlorine. I

3 don't know what the movement is on the coast. I know it is

4 fairly extensive on the Mississippi. Do you have any idea?

5 MR. ASHWORTH: I believe that was examined. And

hted 6 I think when we get into ship collision presentation, we

7 can probably give you some more about it. I am not the
,

8 right man to do that.

9 DR. EENDER: What is the proximity of the LNG

10 tanker accident?

11 MR. ASHWORTH: I am sorry, the proximity?

-4"g 12 DR. BENDER: Yes. The probability which you have

~

13 of a collision is what, the assumption that it would run

14 into the breakwater? Or what?
I

i
15; MR. ASHUORT.u: The effects of the ensuing fire,

'I

16 and I do not yet know whether we have decided whether or

17 not there would be an explosion, but the effects of the

'

18 i ensuing fire and possible explosion are not tolerable to

. 19 the plant. }kl} })k
20 DR. BENDER: I think I haven't enpressed my

21 question clearly. I am wondering whether that is a colli-

tk 22 sion with the breakwater or would it might also include,

23 say, a ecilision between an LNG tanker and another ship

9 24 in the vicinity?
orters, Inc.

25 d MR. ASHWORTH: That is based on a collision with

|

|
1
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1 the breakwater. If the ship were hard up against the break-9
2 water, then the calculations wou3d be just as valid. If

3 the ship were some distance away from the breakwater, we

4 would have to look at it again to see what the effects would

5 be.

- 6 DR. BENDER: Do you plan to deal with that

7 possibility of an LNG tanker running into another ship?
.

8 MR. AHSWORTH: I guess we do now.

9 DR. KERR: Excuse me. Is the chlorine calculation

10 about which the question was asked not a part of the

11 envelope, and therefore you did not include it?

12, MR. ASHWORTH: That's correct. It is not a part

9 ! .

13 y or tne envelope, and 1 believe that to determine why it is
b
..

14 i not a part of the envelop;, the presentation on ship
i

15 collision will be the one to ask the question.

16 DR. KERR: Thank you.

\h\\17 (Slide.)
,

'

18 MR. ASHWORTH: All right. To complete our study

|
19 | cf collisions, we have one that is common to the land base

,

20 plarat , and that is the probability of aircraft collision.

21 And we have calculated that the probability of a fixed-wing

( 22 aircraft colliding with the plant is approximately three

23 times 10 to the minus 7th per year. The qualification

24 of fixed-wing is there due to the fact that the plant can
j

Ace-Federal Eepo,ters, Inc
3

25 |! withstand a hit from a helicopter of the size that would
!i

I
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1 normally be used for travel to and from the plant in service.

2 DP.. OKRENT: By the way, in looking at the effects

3 of aircraft, do you include the whole breakwater as a target

4 area, or only the plant?

5 MR. ASHWORTH: Only the vital areas of the plant.

~

6 DR. OKRENT: The assumption is that a fire that

7 arose from a plane crashing within the breakwater could be
.

8 handled?

9 MR. ASHWORTH: That's correct. That is more than

10 an assumption. In the fire portion of the site design

11 accidents, I think that will be gone into, see what the fire-
..

12 fighting capability is of the plant.

13 DR. PALLADINO: With regard *to LNu, 1 am

14 surprised OPS didn't say one of the site envelopes is that

15 you must keep LNG ships away. That sounds to me like

16 something they could have said. I don't know but that sounds

17 like a good site envelope if I were OPS.

1411 136~

18 (Slide.)

19 MR. ASHWORTH: Now site water depths are the

20 next area of concern. The minimum water depth is a

21 criteria that is required to prevent contact between the

22 bottom of the plant and the ocean floor. And it is given as

23 44 feet which is 31 foot draft plus 13 foot possible maximum

G 24 motion of the plant during a tornado. And this slide is not
IAceFederal Reporters, Inc.

25 |f up to date. This number is, I believe, 47 feet right now.

I

I
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1 MR. KEHNEMUYI: That's correct, it is 47.9
2 MR. ASHWORTH: 47. The maximum water depth is

3 determined by the postulated sinking emergency that was

4 questioned before. And that is considered to occur

5 simultaneously with the operating basis storm or with the

6 design basis tsunam'i, which is a very, very small number~

7 for this site. That is 76 feet. At this level of water,
.

8 the plant can be safely shut down and kept in a shut-

9 down position. At the Atlantic generating station site, we

10 have 66.3 feet. That should also be corrected by subtracting

11 three feet.

12, DR. BENDER: Do you have a definition of safe shut-
|

*

13 |!
down at this stage?!

.

I

14 i MR. ASHWORTH: I think OPS could probably give
|

15 a better answer to that than I could.

j4jj }3716 MR. KEHNEMUYI: Blair, would you?

|
17

|
mr. bruce: I am Bob Bruce. I am manager of

*

18 nuclear systems engineering for Offshore Power Systems.

l

. 19 |
Our definition of safe shutdown and sinking is

|

I

20 I when we h..ve reduced the core temperatures and pressures

21 until the plant is operating on residual heat removal loop.

!
22 The heat is dissipated via residual heat removal and

23 auxiliary cooling water systems to the sea. That is

O 24 ultimately our safe chutdown condition. Initially right
'Ace-Federal Reponen, Inc.

25! at the beginning when the plant is to be placed in safe
h
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9 1 shutdown, the operator would, of course, trip the control

2 rods. He would then borate the cold to a hot borated condi-

3 tion. This would occur on a time scale of a matter of minutes,

4 certainly within half an hour. The plant would essentially

5 be safe in the hot borated condition, but we would proceed

'

6 to the long-term co'ndition of residual heat removal.

7 DR. BENDER: And this would mean that the plant,

8 was shut down from a nuclear standpoint, but there is some

9 device there that is taking away the afterheat for what-

10 ever time it is submerged?

11 MR. BRUCE: Yes, it would'be shut down from the

12 nuclear standpoint within a matter of seconds, as soon as

9 *

13 the operator scrammed the reactor.
!
ri

14 i DR. BENDER: How long do you visualize it would
|

15 | stay submerged?

16 MR. BRUCE: We are designing for submergence of

17 one year, j4)} }N
18 i DR. BENDER: After which you intend to recover it

g

19 '|
|

or what?.

20 MR. BRUCE: We would expect to recover the plant,

21 within a time scale of one year.

22 DR. BENDER: Thank you.

23 DR. PALLADINO: What was your basis for a one

O 24 foot tsunami under your assumptions?
Ace Federal Reporters. Inc.
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1 that,from Dames & Moore.9 .

2 MR. FISCHER: The maximum tsunami that's ever

3 .been recorded in the area was on the order of less than a
(

4 foot, six inches or so. Even postulating something that

5 has never occurred before, the worst possible condition,

6 something going on'in Puerto Rico or Portugal, we still are'

7 on the order of several feet. But the one foot is based
e

8 upon essentially history.

el5 9

10

11

. . .

12i

~

13
n .

14 |
|

15 |

16

17

'

18

. 19

20

\4\\ \39
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( 22

23

24
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1 DR. PALLADINO: Dr. Wilson, one of our consultants,

2 came up with numbers on this side of the ocean that appeared

3 quite higher. Maybe I ought to turn it over to him.
(

4 MR. ASHWORTH: Could I point out at this point that

5 even if we are off by a factor of five that we would still be

~

6 well under the 76 feet which is a limiting condition. The

7 depth of the tsunami, not including the crest of the tsunami,.

8- would be 52.3 feet. The maximum depth is 76 feet.

9 So, we have all the difference between those two

10 numbers in which to accept a larger postulated tsunami and still

11 be within design conditions.
..

12 MR. SEISS: In considering tsunami, what
!

13 |j consequences have you considered?.

14 MR. WILLIAMSON: I would like to make an observation
.i

15! on that, on the aspect of the tsunami that I had brought up

16 earlier to the Committee. And this was that there is -- there*

4

17 '| might be a good possibility of the concurrence of a tsunamil
i

* |

18 ,' with the conditions of extreme.high tide near the full moon,
|

19 and possibly with the occurrence of a major storm, the reason'

20 being that there seems to be a tie-up between earthquakes,

21 major earthquakes and the full moon event. The apparent

22 cause of it is not definitely established yet, but it seems

23 to be that the earth tide effect can be a triggering aspect

G ,

24 for causing earthquakes, major earthquakes.
< c > Federal Reporters, Inc.

,

25 .! Several major earthquakes have in fact occurred at
li
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1 the full moon. The great Alaska Earthquake was a case in

2 point, the great Elizabethan Earthquake was a case in point.

3 There are several others that one could quote. Even our
(

4 California earthquake of February, February 9, 1971 occurred

5 at the full mooc..

6 At any rate, the point here is that it is
~

7 conceivable that you could get a general concurrence of all
.

8 these effects together. And I would like to put that to the

9 Committee, Mr. Chairman, and to the applicants as something

10 that should be at least considered as a possible overall

11 design event.

12i MR. KEHNEMUYI: May I make a comment on that, if I

O || ~

13[may?
-

:;

b The -- as the highest astronomical tide addition14

15: to the mean low water is something of the order of 5. --
1

I

16 |
DR. MANGELSDORF: I wonder if your microphone is on?

i

| We are not quite getting you.17

18 MR. KEHNEMUYI: Is it on now?

|
19 DR. MANGELSDORF: Yes, it is; thank you.*

20 MR. KEHFEMUYI: The addition of the astronomical tidc

21 to the mean low water level is something of the order of

(
22 five-point-some number which I don't remember, if we call that

23 six feet, and add that to the mean low water, there is six feet

9 ,

24 more onto there, and if we did add'the waves that we would
Ace-Federal Reporters lec-

25 encounter inside the basin, which are at the most, and I don't
f
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i quite agree with the statement that we ought to combine PMH

2 with a tsunami because then we are combining disaster with

( 3 disaster - 'the addition would be another 12 feet, and onto

4 that the tsunami of a few feet is, I believe, still less than

3 thet differential between 55.3 and the 76 feet.

6 We will look into this but I think we are adding"

7 things that we ought not to..

8 MR. FISCHER: Let me add one thing.

9 One, we don't have tsunamis on the East Coast that -

10 are appreciable.

11 Two, we can correlate earthquakes with almost

|
12I anything we want, as long as you only take a couple earthquakes.

11
1

13hIhaveseencorrelationswithsunspots, full moon, and the
9
i

i14j; San Fernando Earthquake I saw a beautiful expose, classical

15d situation of using computer data to come out with why the
4
I
l

16 opposition of the sun and the moon caused a set of forces which
|

I
l17h made the San Andreas Fault breah for the San Fernando Earthquake.
U

- n

181i Unfortunately, the man who wrote that didn't realize that it
li
II

- 19!! wasn't the San Adreas that had broken; it was another fault
9|
|

201 and the sense was roughly perpendicular to the sense he

)k\\
21 showed with his mathematic.

:
\

22 Earthquakes occur. And I think the probability of

23 an earthquake occurring with a p,robability of a storm, major

G 241! storm which we have never seen yet' occurring at the same time,
ce rm.- --,..,,i,,c.

25j those two phenomena would be rather spectacular to see them
i,

s'
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1 occur at the same time.

2 We are going to add an astronomical tide to them,

3 then we add another possibility or probability on top of that.
(

4 Then we add to that the fact we don't see the ground breakage

5 on East Coast earthqual;es which cause the tsunamis. And I

.

don't know how to add that probability in.6

7 MR. ASHWORTH: Before leaving the slide, I would-

8 like to add that this is all to take care of the postulated

9 single emergency which we will design for, but which we do not

10 believe will happen.

11 (Slide. )

12 The geology and seismology criteria are co erned

! .

13 !! with two areas, supporting the breakwater and supporting the
|

14 iplant if it should sink. And the site requirement, or the

15 i requirement imposed by the plant, of course, is that if a
t

16 breakwater is used as it is in our design, that the seabed

17 must support the required breakwater under static and dynamic

18'1
-

,

| conditions.
And the studies by our consultants indicate that

~

19 after the initial deformation, that the seabed will adequately

20 1 ;upport the breakwater.

21 The 10,000 PSF figure is the maximum h sou

22 be expected at the heaviest loaded portion of the breakwater

23 to support a sunken plant; the seabed Inust support a static

24 load of 1600 pounds per square foot.
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.i
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25 And again after the initial deformation, it would
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i appear that the seabed will support the plant with a factor of

2 safety in excess of five.

3 (Slide.)
(

4 Now, the mooring -- no, I guess I have got one morc

5 item on geology and seismology, that is, seismic response. The

6 site envelope requirements are that the characteristics should.

7 not exceed certain response spectra shown in the reference
.

8 figures in the PSR.

9 At Atlantic Generating Station, the characterizationt

10 are shown in the PSR, Figure 2.5.2-4. And they fall within

11 the requirements specified for the offshore power systems

12 plant. ~

.

13 |!i
MR. PHILBRTCK: Does that consider liquefaction in

|

14 that thing or'not?

I
-15 | MR. ASHWORTH: I refer _again to Dames and Moore.

16 MR. FISCHER: The breakwater will be so designed

17 , and the subsurface conditions so taken care of that there will
1

18i not be liquefaction during an earthquake.-

I

I (Slide.)19
-

20 DR. MANGELSDORF: Do you have a further comment?

'

21 MR. PHILBRICK: One question. }kk
( 22 DR. MANGELSDORF: Question.

23 MR. PHILBRICK: Is there an agreement with the Staff

9A 24 as to what such a design will be?
ederal Reporters, Inc. |

25 | MR. FISCHER: I don't think the final design has bee: t

i
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j submitted with enough supporting data on what the subsurfaceI

2 conditions are to the Staff yet.

3 However, an agreement will be reached with them.

(
MR. PHILBRICK: With respect to the criteria to4

5 prevent liquefaction?

MR. FISCHER: Yes.6.

7 DR. MANGELSDORF: Mike?
.

DR. BENDER: Could you go back to the previous slide8

9 again?

10 MR. ASHWORTH: Certainly.

jj (Slide.)

12| DR. BENDER: That is not the one. I am looking for

h
13p the one that shows the maximum strength,of the --

h

14 DR." KERR: Mike, we need t.he mike.

| '

15 | DR. BENDER: Oh. The seabed static loading.

16 (Slide.)

j 7 ,!, DR. BENDER: Is that 1600 pounds per square foot
I!

18 based on the -- some point of the sunk structure hitting the-

i

19| seabed first, or do you allow for some angle of penetration?
t

-

20
| MR. ASHWORTH: Let me refer that question to

~ ffshore power systems.o21

( 22 MR. ORR: I am Richard Orr. This 1600 pounds per

23 square foot is an average bearing pressure underneath the

#A 24
!
plant.

3411 145
ederal Reporters, Inc. !

25 j DR. BENDER: How is that interpreted in terms of the

d
i.

Il
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I sinking mechanism. Do you assume that the plant will settle

2 vertically? -

3 MR. ORR: The sinking is a nonmechanistic condition.

I 4 We are designing for it to be safe sitting level on the bottom.

5 DR. BENDER: Is that realistic?

6 MR. ORR: There is no realistic mechanism that will.

7 cause it to sink.
.

8 DR. BENDER: Well, okay; thank you.

9 (Laughter.)

10 DR. OKRENT: Let me see what you mean by the word,

11 realistic. If the mooring were to break in this maximum probable

12 hurricane, could the barge sink? -

i

l

13i! MR. ORR: May --
,

||
R." KE!!NEMU'll; If the -- yes. The answer is yes,

15 nonmechanistically, if -- the barge itself, by the way, is

16 compartmented. When we say that we do not see any mechanistic
1

17 i way how this barge could sink, our statement is based on the
I

i

18 | fact that if a condition like that occurred, a certain number,

|
19 of compartments would be punctured. There would be water in

.

20 them. But the plant would stiil not sink. So, therefore, we

21 cannot reason ourselves to a situation where we say, well,

22 this thing will happen and therefore all of the compartments-

23 will be broken up so that this thing will sink. 4}} kkb

e'eral Reporters. Inc. So, we drop that kind'of reasoning, and say we24

25] cannot follow that; therefore we say it will sink. It will

0
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I sink for the design basis.

2 MR. ORR: Well, I think it would be perhaps not a

3 description of physical, possible - physically possible
(

4 mechanisms to imply that there was no way by which, or no

5 set of sequences that could lead to the barge sinking. And I

6 gave one; if you wished, I could suggest several more which,

7 would lead to sinking. And I don't think it takes all of the
.

8 compartments, actually, to be punctured for it to sink.

9 So, I just don't want to leave the impression that

10 it is a physically impossible situation. I assume you are

11 not trying to, either.

12 MR. KEHNEMUYI: But quite a few of these com'partments

13 ' are double-bottomed, for example. -

14 h DR.' OKRENT: Yes.

*

15 MR. KEHNEMUYI: It would have to puncture the two

16 hulls before it would ever get there. The chances of this

17 happening are not there, is what we believe.

18 i DR. MANGELSDORF: I don't want to be unkind, but.

19 the designer of the Titanic went down with it expressing the
2406
End 16 20 sentiments that it couldn't possibly.

21

( 22

23

6eral Reporters, Inc.24
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17

2406 MR. ASWORTH: Requirements for the mooring system,'

2
will be presented in considerably more detail in one of the

3
upcoming presentations, are that the -- really relate to the

4
plant motion.

5
Plant motion requirements say that the pitch and

6
roll accelerations must not exceed those due to a motion,

7
having an amplitude of three degrees in a period of thirteen

.

8 seconds.

9 '

(Slide.)
10

Now, the accelerations are determined by the wave
II

conditions within the basin which we have already said we
12

believed to fall within those margins and,.in fact, as ai

13 j
result of the preliminarj tests fall wdll within those margins.

14 h
And the mooring system design will not amplify the accelera-

15-

tions from those waves.
I0

In terms of the wave motion, vertical accelerations
I7

' must not exceed .03 G and, once 'again, the accelerations are
IO '

determined by wave conditions within the basin and the mooring
,

I9
.

system will not amplify those accelerations.
20

MR. RAICHLEN: I have noticed on this site envelope -

21

that there is no reference to any conditions in sway or in
22 surge. Could you explain to me why there are no considerations
23

'of this?

Oeral Reporters, Inc.
24

MR. ASHWORTH: The overall acceleration due to plant
25

motion is the one that is of concern. This acceleration can be
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I due to a combinaticn of motions.
2 MR. RAICHLEN: Well, let me put it another way.
3 Is it my understanding that you assume that any

( 4
surge and sway can be brought within reasonable limits by a

5 redesign of the mooring system if you indeed find this to be
6 so from the test at Gainesville?

.

7 MR. ASHWORTH: I would like to direct that
-

8 question to the mooring system experts --
9 MR. RAICHLEN: Maybe this is a question that

10 should be held until the mooring system is presented.
Il MR. KEHNEMUYI: Maybe we can answer it now.

12 Mr. Harlow? --

13 MR. HARLOW: I am Eugene Harlow from Frederick R.
14 h Harris. I think the question really deals with the -- an

|
15 l explanation as to whether the site envelope itself setsi

16 limitations on surge and sway. That I think might be better

17 answered by Offshore Power Systems representatives.
I
l

18 MR. KEHNEMUYI: Let me attempt to answer this.

19 | The sway -- let's take the sway, for example.
~

20
We have certain structures in the basin such as the discharge

21 canal receptical, the box we discharge into. Certainly if the

22 sway of the plant were such that it touched this box, we,

(
23 place the box in such a position in this basin,and the sway

4rol Reporters. Inc.;24,were such with our design of the mooring system that it
25' touched this box at every PMH, we would then redesign t-Se

\h\I
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I mooring system to take care of this or move the bn away.
2 This could be taken care of. It is a basic

3 engineering design matter.

( 4
Similarly, with the surge, it -- I believe it is

5 not in the design envelope for one purpose because one
6 utility might design its basin somewhat different than the

.

7 other. There is that option.

*

8 It is the standard plant that is important here

9 rather than the standard basin.
10 The utility must make it so that with its break-

II water configuration, with the depth of water, with its
12 specific mooring system, the sway surge, and it happens to be
13

| roll and pitch which is defined over there, is such that his
i

I4 other interface structures are not affecred by the motions
t

I. 15 I of this plant.

16 MR. RAICHLEN: Well, isn't it possible, though,

17 that if you are concerned with accelerations and pitch and,

18 ||
\| rolls that because of excessive motion -- well, let's just-

19 '\say that a natural period in sway or surge may be within the
.

20 range of the waves that are - 'to which the plant is exposed.
2I Isn't it possible that your accelerations then, because of
22 | excessive motions, may be as great or greater in surge and

(
23 sway than they are in pitch and roll?

4rol Reporters, Inc.
24 So doesn't it then become something that is -- that
25 should be in the site envelope? g

I
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I
MR. ASHWORTH: Richard Orr, would you like to

2
answer that one?

3 MR. ORR: I would like to answer that one if I may.
4

. The basic plant envelope is based on the accelera-
5 tion magnitudes rather than these pitch and rolls.
0'

As Joe Ashworth said to start with, it is the,

7 total plant motion which we are specifying must be within our
.

8 acceleration envelope. So if indeed the surge and sway
9 accelerations were high, then the accelerations due to pitch

10 and roll would have to be significantly lower to be within our
II envelope.

I2
As far as the plant is concerned we are worried

13| purely about acceleration. We are not concerned with total
14 h|l

plant motion.'

15 MR. RAICHLEN: Well, just to finish up, I appreciate

16 that, and the fact, then, that you are putting on a three
17 i

degree amplitude in thirteen seconds which, with the length
'8

, of the plant, is going to give you some acceleration, but
l9

.

what I am saying is then if you are doing that and you are
20 getting down to acceleration, shouldn't you also be consider-
21 *

ing other directions of acceleration such as in sway and
22 surge?

1411 151
23 MR. ORR: We are defining it in terms of sort of --

Srot Reporters, Inc.of horizontal accelerations at two different elevations so
24

25 that we take up -- we pick up all components of motion. The
,

||
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I reason for basing it on accelerations is we have apecified
2 typically two and three degrees of motion and a thirteen

3 second period corresponds to the accelerations that we are

4 permitting.

5 However, at different periods, obviously, we can

6 commit different accelerations. Different amplitudes of pitch,

7 and roll. 't is the acceleration that is limiting.
.

8 MR. RAICHLEN: That I realize, but I still say that

9 if it is -- that if acceleration is limiting, it seems there

10 should be on this chart, on-site envelope comparison one shoulc
11 also be talking about other degrees of motion.

12 MR. ORR: I believe what should happea is that

13 the chart should show the acceleration. magnitudes rather than
bl1 the pitch and roll magnit.udes. Then it would be clear.

15 h*

MR. ASHWORTH: Were this to be rephrased to /16 accelerations must not exceed those due to pitch and roll

17
| motions having amplitudes of three degrees, I think everyone

. 18 b:lwould be satisfied and we would still have the same meading
i

19 which is -- no, we wouldnot be satisfied. All right. -
'

.

20 MR. KEHNEMUYI: If it said including sway.

21 DR. SIESS: I have heard Offshore Power Systems
5

22 say that their site envelope, plant envelope, is expresb4d
23 in terms of accelerations. Horizontal accelerations at two

24 different levels.
eral Reporters, Inc.

|4 ]411 15225 MR. ORR: That's correct.
|

I,|I
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I DR. SIESS: The interpretation we see on the screen

2' in the lefthand column simply is an interpretation of your
3 criteria in two particular motions; is that correct?

( 4 MR. ORR: It is an example that we have given in

5 the interface document.
6 DR. SIESS: You gave it as the example?_

7 MR ORR: Correct.
.

8 DR. SIESS: Sway and surge would be other examples.
9 MR. ORR: They would indeed. We do not expect,

10 however, with typical mooring systems, that surge and sway

II| would have sign tficant acceleration magnitudes. The

12 significant component is pitch and roll. -

13 || DR. SIISS: All right. .

|
I 4 |' (Slide.)

1

15 | MR. ASUWORTH: To continue with mooring system
16 requirements, the mooring system must prevent the plant and
17

| breakwater contact. It will do.so as will be explained in
|

18 ji the breakwater or the mooring system presentation.
19

.

We have just pointed out that the contact between
20

| the plant and the seabed is prevented by the minimum water
21 depth which is another one of the criteria.

22 DR. PALLADINO: You would also like to preventf
(

23 one plant from touching another, also.

4rol Reporters, Inc.
|

24 i MR. ASHWORTH: That is implicit, but we haven't

25 | spelled it out. That is quite correct.

| \k\
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I DR. OKRENT: Could I ask in connection with
2 meeting the first of those two whether you have considered
3 more than one mooring system, it being in effect concurrently,

( 4 or, in other words -- diverse, yes.
5 MR. ASHWORTH: Have we considered more than one
6 system?

.

7 DR. OKRENT: In other words, as part of your
*

8 consideration of accomplishing mooring, have you considered
9 the possibility that you woult use two mooring systems, either

10 of which could do the job?
11 I am just trying to ask whether this has been a
12 part of your design consideration. ~~

13 MR. KEHNEMUYI: May I answer that?

14 DR'. OKRENT: Yes.

* 15 | MR. KEHNEMUYI:
|

I don't mean to be funny, but we
16 had a very ~ difficult time, Dr. Okrent, coming up with one

h

17 '| mooring system, and I mean that,

il
18il Nobody has ever designed a vessel moored with a*

1

19
.

tornado load, to our knowledge, and this was something new.
20 The loads were just -- are just tremendous. And in effect we
21 must design a mooring system that does not -- not being
22 not absolute, does not transmit the earthquake load through
23 itself.

z431 154

4rol Reporters. Inc.| Indeed, it is very difficult to say that we could24

25 h come up with a second system. We did come up with one.
O
li
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,

I If I may interpret your question, is there some

2 redundancy in this mooring system. If I may answer iu

3 what a shorter word: yes. And we will discuss that

( 4 when we get to the mooring system.

5 DR. OKRENT: Well, the word redundancy was yours,

6
.

but I will wait.

endl7 7 (Laughter.)
24,06
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1 mil 1 MR. ASHWORTH: The mooring system must not transmit

2 seismic forces such that the response spectra in the platform

3 is in excess of those shown in figures to be supplied by off-

4 shore power systems. These were not included in the original

5 submission of the PDR. The response spectra of the seabed
'

6 is shown in RPSDR, and the mooring systems being developed by

7 Frederic R. Harris will produce spectra which fall within,

8 the site envelope of the response spectra. They will not

9 amplify the seabed response spectra.

10 (Slide.)

11 This is the last slide. The mooring system must

| maintain or limit plant motion such that the integrity of12

9 J .

13 | the transmission lines is assured. This is the safety-related
1 -

Il
14 h function. There is no safety-related function associated

|

15 | with the circulating water discharge structures, but for our
16 own seltish reasons of not wanting to have to repair them,

i

17 '| we would like to have those also remain intact. In an analysis
'

18 of the mooring system that we have, it shows that if all

19 i worse plant motions occur simultaneously in the worst additive-

20 manner, that the maximum motion of any point on the platform

21 will be 8.2 feet in a horizontal direction.

(
22 And this motion is sufficiently small so that

-

23 neither interference with the di,scharge structures, nor break-
24 age of the transmission lines is expected to occur. And that

Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 ,| concludes the presentation.
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I2 mil DR. MANGELSDORF: Thank you very much.
,

2
Are there any comments from the Staff on this

3
( overall presentation or on any parts of the slide that you

4
didn't comment on as we were going along?

5
MR. BIRKEL: We would like to make a comment or

~

6
two with regards to the overall topic of plant design envelope

and the site interface and conformance with it. In particular,
-

8
to answer Dr. Sciss' question and comment earlier, the advent

9
of the floating nuclear plant concept requires two separate

10
license applications and licensing reviews for each facility,

11

one for the floating nuclear plant manufacture and one,for the
12

proposed site.
,

.

13i''
When this licensing approach was being developed,'

I
I

141i
the objective was to allow the maximum possible independence of

15
the reviews. It was obvious, however, that this was not possi-i

16
ble, that is to completely separate the floating nuclear

17 i

| plant review from the site review, as we are seeing again today.
*

18 d
i We, therefore, suggested the use of a site design envelope
I

19 '
.

of site conditions and parameters that should be developed
20

in designing the floating nuclear plant. The site design
21

envelope would identify the criteria and maximum and/or

minimum site related characteristics that have to be satisfied
23

9 by any site for a floating nuclear plant for it to be
24 \

Ace Federal Reporters. Inc. ;l acceptable. This site design envelope approach was in the
25 3

] preliminary stages of development when the Public Service
,

s 1411 157
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3 mil I Electric and Gas Company preliminary site description report
2 was being prepared. So it does not address this subject

3 directly. Public ?ervice only recently has prepared a site
4 design envelope which Mr. Ashworth presented to us today.
5 Copies of a similar comparison was made available to the subecmnit-

'

6 tee in June.

7 The Staff, I should emphasize, has not evaluated

8 this site envelope, nor the comparison presented today, as
9 well as the comparison presented in tabular form to the

10 subcommittee in June. This comparison provides the floating
Il

nuclear plant site value and compares it with the Atlantic

I2 generating station safety values for plant wind and wave loadsG !
.

13h and the various other loadings th t Mr. Ashworth discusses.
'l

I4 h We feel that the design envelope is of very signi-
15 ficant and paramount importance.in the overall floating nuclear
16 plant concept, but will require considerable detail and justifi-
17 cation in the site PSAR.

l
18 And I would like to add a direct comment with
I9* regard to again the dual licensing and dual review approach
20

that the Staff has taken. We will not issue a construction
21

permit for the Atlantic generating station until we are able

22 t'o issue a manufacturing license to OPS. And this will

23 involve detailed review of the design site envelope, the
24 parameters, the criteria, and requirements therein, and onlyAce-Federal Reporters. Inc

25 thereafter will we then be able to address the adequacy of the
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I4 mil justification by Public Service in meeting these criteria

2 and requirements.

3
( DR. MANGELSDORF: Thank you very much. That, I think,

4 introduces a subject that I was just about to introduce

5 somewhat sadly, Mr. Kehnemuyi. And that is that some of us

0 around the table here have been doing a little consulting among

7 ourselves, and we are persuaded that we couldn't possibly

8 finish this review and come out with conclusions yet today.

9 Then, of course, we couldn't do that without some

10 at least preliminary analysis by the Staff which we have just

II learned will not be available. So that from completely practi-

12 cal standpoint, we are faced with the question of whether we

13 should recess,at about this point, or whether you would like
I4 to make some summarizing comments on where we stand, or

15 whether you have a strong feeling of trying to present maybe

16 one more of the topics on the agenda.
,

I7 I am sorry to put you in that position, but I
.

18 think that th: practical aspects of it lead to that. Let me

I9*

say that even though you will not be getting a latter of

20 advice from this meeting, I judge that you have picked up some

2I reactions of what the attitude of the members of the committee

22 are on some of the individual questions.

23 Now, don't go too far in interpreting those,9 '4
# #Acefederal Reporters, nc.

25 'j
l

l of the attitude of individual members. And the final report
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Smil will be a concensus of the membership. There have been mis-
,

2 takes made in the past, one, maybe two or three, where the
3

( views of one individual at one meeting were over-interpreted

as being an expression of the committee when it turned out that
5 it was not. That is just incidental, accidental, but I am

.

6 cautioning you in over-interpreting expressions of opinion in
7 this meeting. But still, you must have gotten some guidance

8 as to what some of the problems for further development will
9

be.

10 Now, I come back to the practical question of

11 would you --and don' t pay any attention to that clock --

it quit long ago. Would you favor recessing at this time, or

13U would you like, do you have a strong preference for presenting

14 either a summary, which is one subject, some overall remarks

15 that you may wish to make, which you may surely -- which
16

will surely be carefully received, or do you wish to try to
i
I

17 i

I present one of the topics left on the agenda. I will leave
,

18
it to you for the moment.

*
19

| MR. KEHNEMUYI: If I may ask a question, would
'

20
this mean that continuance of this meeting to next month?

21
DR. MANGELSDORF: I am sure that it would mean no

(
1411 160less than that.

MR. KEHNEMUYI: And, therefore, then we would go

24
toWards a letter next month, rather than this month?

Ace-Federal Reporters. Inc.
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h DR. MANGELSDORF: At the earliest, in my opinion.
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6 mil I
MR. KEHNEMUYI: , I think that we would very much

2 like to present in detail what each item is. If, indeed, I

( got up now and summarily explained these things, I am going to
4

miss the point. Therefore, I will not be able to convey the

S
gist of the material to the committee. So I think we would

'

6
prefer to wait and meet with you next month, if we can then

*

cover the rest of the agenda.

8
DR. MANGELSDORF: I would say that I would hope

9
that we could cover the rest of the agenda. And I heartily

10
agree with your thought that an extemporaneous effort to

11

condense cr summarize might not serve your purpose awfully well

at this time. And that a summary of your position based on

!! further reflection might accomplish more in obtaining your
li

14 i

ends. I am simply gesting.

15
MR. KEHNEMUYI: I would not want to leave this room

16
without my understanding the fact that after these hearings,

17
indeed we will get a letter of your thoughts and comments.

18 0
'

i DR. MANGELSDORF: Well, we are hardly ever in a
I

19.

position to make such commitments. I can say that we will
20

try. And after further discussion, we will -- our normal

21
procedure is,after completing a discussion, we have a meeting,

22
of the committee to judge whether we will be able to write a

23

G letter at that meeting. And that is as far as we have ever
24

Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc. been able to predict it usefully.

f In other words, I wouldn't know as of now.
q"
?
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7 mil 1 MR. KEHNEMUYI: Therefore, we can hope that we are

2 invited back at your next monthly meeting.

3 DR. MANGELSDORF: I would hope that we can arrange

4 the schedule to do that. And that we might be successful in

5 coming to some conclusion, that would be helpful to you.
.

6 I would hope for th'at.

7 MR. KEHNEMUYI: Thank you. We thank you for
.

8 giving us this hearing, and we hope to see you next month.

9 DR. MANGELSDORF: It certainly -- I will say this.

10 It certainly has given those of us not having heard the

11 subcommittee discussions a great deal of more understanding
. . .

12 liij of the nature of the problem. And I think that this is a
!!

13 || step of magnitude that benefits by reflection on the part of

14 ||
-

!
the committee over more than one meeting. This is a kind of

15 problem that the committee will probably contribute more if

16 it reflects on a body of material such as you have given us,

|

17
| and then has an opportunity to discuss that maybe some more,
i.

18 | and then receive another body of information for reflection.

19 This is a substantially different manufacture than we are

20 accustomed to dealing with. That is no reflection upon

21 the project. But it does require a great deal of deliberation

( 22 on the part of the committee to arrive at a useful

23 recommendation on the subject. }4}} }b2
,

24 MR. KEHNEMUYI: Therefore, we do feel that I
we-Federal Reporters, Inc. |

25 should not summarize today. I think we have to spend time

I
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l

8 mil I with you to tell you what we can about each item.

2 DR. MANGELSDORF: Unless some member of the

3 committee has a different view of it, I think we would
(

d accept that as the better course. And that we adjourn this

5 meeting, and hopefully arrange a schedule that comes as close
.

6 to serving your purpose as it is possible for us to do.

7 We will try --*

8 MR. KEHNEMUYI: Thank you.

18 DR. MANGELSDORF: We will try to do that.9

10

11

..

*

13 |!| -

14 |

15

|
16

17

n
181

,

19 1-

20

21

( 22

23

9 ]411 163
~
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19
.

406 I DR. OKRENT: Can I ask one question?

2 DR. MANGELS DORF: Yes.

3 DR. OKRENT: We do have a document which is called
(

4 a study of the probability of an aircraft hitting the Atlantic

5 generating station. Do we have one which treats the ship

6 collision question in writing?
*

7 MR. KEHNEMUYI: Yes, there is. That happens to be,
,

8 Dr. Okrent, part of the plant description report submitted

9 by OPS. That happened to be the first submittal, and it is

10 contained in there.

II What we did is we separately submitted those pages

|

|
to the Committee, and I believe they are available to hou orI2

9 it

13 h they have been available.
*

h

14 DR. OKRENT: Thank you.

i

15 || DR. SIESS: That was just for a ship collision.
II

16 ' DR. OKRENT: The one I have is aircraft.

17 DR. SIESS: I know, but I think Mr. Kehnemuyi

'

18' was replying to a ship collision.

- 19 Were you concerned only with the ship or with

20 explosions?

21 DR. OKRENT: The whole situation.

( 22 DR. SIESS: Has the analysis of the probability

kk\\ g423 of explosions --

O ~

24 I MR. KEHNEMUYI: Yes, they are all in there.
Ace-Fedevol Reporters, Inc. |

25 || DR. SIESS: Which one, the two volume one or the
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I four volume one?

2 MR. KEHNEMUYI: We took that part and handled it

3 separately for your review. That is a package in itself.

4 It is also in the PDR, Volume 2.':00

.M.
5 DR. SIESS: I have three sets of things from OPS.

*

6 DR. KERR: That much.

7 DR. SIESS: The big one. I have one two-volume
.

8 and two five-volumes.

9 MR. KEHNEMUYI: If I may add, it got to be that big

10 because they answered all the thoughts and comments they

II obtsined from the Committee and that is what we are looking
..

9 I2 ;! for, too.

|

I3 [! -

*

I (Laughter.)
I

14 ' DR. MANGELSDORF: Joe, did you have a comment?l

15 | DR. PALLADINO: I thought we might make a comment
I

16 that if there are any additional items over and above the
,

h

17 || agenda we would let them know.i

. ,,

j18 ' DR. MANGELSDORF: Very good.
II

- I9 DR. PALLADINO: We will let you know the agenda
|

20 items.

2I DR. MANGELSDORF: We will through normal contact

( 22 be in touch with you during this intervening period, and

23 any advice that we can offer you will be made available to

9 1 you through those normal channels.- 1411 16524
e.ce Fedevol Reporters, Inc. ||

25 i We may suggest emphasis or subject matters to be
||
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I covered, and some schedule of meeting will be established.

2 And va will do the best we can.

3 Any other comments, gentlemen?
s

4 DR. BUSH: Maybe I will make one.

5 DR. MANGELSDORF: Yes?

6 DR. BUSH: One thing next month, I have -- am not*

7 convinced as to the conservatism of your material selection
,

8 and design of your hull so far as the possibility -- in other

9 words, your assumption you know of the hull holding t.ogether

10 is not at all valid in the case of a running crack.

11 So I had questions on that. Next month.
,

12 DR. MANGELSDORF: This is Dr. Spens Bush. '5e
l'

13 j doesn't have his nameplate in front of*him. It is not
! .
'

14 Doctor -- I haven' t seen it.

15 DR. BUSH: There it is.

16 DR. MANGELS!.ORF: Well, I wanted to be sure that

17
,

you knew who he was. When he speaks of metallurgical

'

18 problems, we pay attention.

19 Or anybody else.-

20 MR. KEHNEMUYI: And we will when we are invited

21 back, if we are invited back, we will address this problem.

( 22 But if I may coint out, that that indeed is the plant review

23 rather than the site review. But we will be ready to answer

9 24 any questions you pose on us. But.it certainly falls in the
Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 review of the OPS appli.ation rather than ours.
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I

9 DR. MANGELSDORF: All right. You do have an

2 expression of opinion of one qualified to comment in the

3 area of the opinien. I think it is fair to ask does anyone

4 else wish to express a strong personal view at this time, as

5 a personal view?

6-

(No response.)

7 Not hearing any, I might ask the consultants,
,

'

8 do they wish to make any substantial comments on how they view

9 the project?

10 MR. PHILBRICK : I would --

II DR. MANGELSDORF: From the standpoint of their

12 specialit.y.

I4
|

.

MR. PHILBRICK: I think, not speaking about my

14 speciality, but speaking for Dr. Dablonyo who is not here, I

15 | think there ought to be a thorough relationship established

16 between Applicant and Dr. Dablonyo with respect to the

I7 behavior of the foundation under seismic stress and of the

' 18 loading of the breakwater.

I9 DR. MANGELSDORF: All right.-

20 You have heard an expression secondhand.

2I MR. PHILBRICK: That's right.

( 22 DR. MANGELSDORF: From a qualified --

l4l} |0723 MR. PHILBRICK : Secondhanded.

24 DR. MANGELSDORF: Secondhanded. You are quite
A Federal Reporters. Inc.

25 i right. There is a distinction and I will accept it. Fron
|l
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1 a qualified authority in the field of the comment.
'

2 Again I tell you that these are individual comments

3 and trust that you will accept them as such. But they are

4 from persons whose opinions we value when we deliberate on

5 these projects.

6 Anyone else wish to make a suggestion toward~

7 bringing this project along to a suitable decision?
,

8 DR. PALLADINO: Dr. Wilson, I believe, had some

9 comment.

10 DR. WILSON: Well, Mr. Chairman, I just want --

1I DR. MANGELSDORF: We need to turn it on.
.

12 DR. WILSON: Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to make

13 personal observation on something that'I had, a point I had'

14 li raised at the meeting down in Gainesville which was in regard

15 to the possible effects of high wind in the design storm

16 being concurrent with storm tide and high waves. And it seems

17 | that from a design point of view these effects ought to be

d

18| at least considered as to the possible high damaging effect
i

19' th at- a jet spray from the high wind which might be over 200-

20 mi'.es an hour could have in peeling off dolos from the break-

21 water.

h 22 I appreciate our position as consultants to ACRS

is to raise points like this even though they may seem

9 .

' advantageous from the point of view of the advancement of

project. But this kind of matter, however, if -- it is

1411 168
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;

4

I seemingly very important because in these very severe

2 hurricanes you simply cannot neglect the effect of the wind.

3 I think we are talking here of winds of a magnitude,

4 speed value of over 200 miles an hour.

5 I have made a very rough estimate of the kind of
.

6 force 'that might be' developed from a jet spray that may have

7 a density 50 percent perhaps that of pure water or sea wateri

8 as against force developed by high waves which might have a

9 density of 90 percent of sea water, and it looks like the

10 forces could rise as much as three times that of the pure wave.

11 Hence, it seems to me that this situation should
g

.-
i

12 | at least be looked at in terms of trying to assess what the'

t

- 13 effect of the -- the additional effect of the wind would be,
~

'

,

14 and although the methodology of such a thing in a wind tunnel

15 | might be extremely difficult, it might be. desirable to under-

16 take some kind of test to see that -- to at least prove that

17 this problem is not a serious one.,

.

18' Thank you.
,

I* 19 CHAIRMAN MANGELSDORF: Thank you, Dr. Wilson.
6

20 What I heard you to say was that this ought to be

21 considered. I didn't hear you say that this was a condition

22 for which the plant must ' b designed. But some exploration of

23 the possibility of b..n> nfronted with these circumstances

9 '4 should be included in their consideration.
1

Did I understand you correctly? l4jj {{g

i|
'

,
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I DR. WILSON: Yes , that is what I would feel, that9 2 this aspect should be looked at as something to be considered

3 for the design storm condition.
(

4 DR. MANGELSDORF: That is what I understood you

5 to say.

,- 6 Any other comments?

F
7 Yes?

,

8 MR. MC CLADY: Paul McClady. Some of the

9 Subcommittee meetings I had some questions about the

10 meteorological aspects, diffusion of categories and

11 magnitudes.

12 DR. MANGELSDORF: It would help, I think, if you

13 could bring the microphone up.
*

L -

14 I MR. MC CLADY: In looking at these further, I,
15 found myself less concerned about them, and my opinion at

16 the moment would be that the calculations that have been
17 made seem close enough to conservative that the

'
18 diffusion aspects, the meteorology I found doesn't raise any
19 questions or worries in my mind in comparison to various other,

20 things, and since you had heard some questioning on my part in

21 previous meetings I thought I would volunteer that at thi.- timc.

( 22 DR. MANGELSDORF: Any other comments?

1 DR. WILSON: Mr. Chairman, I have one further

4 ooint.

DR. MANGELSDORF: Yes? . 70

l!
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1 DR. WILSON: That is in regard to the design

2 criterion for the -- the maximum hurricane. I know that the

3 tornado wind speed is given at 300 miles an hour. Now, it

4 seems to me that the hurricane wind speed which might be some-

5 thing over 200 miles an hour might actually give a bigger

! 6 force on the structiure than the variable wind speed in the
g*

7 tornado. Hence, I wonder whether there is justification fori

8 specifying a maximum speed in the hurricane itself which has

9 been done for the design basis storm.

10 DR. MANGELSDORF: I believe that we will terminate

11 this unstructured discussion at the present time, hoping that

12 some of the remarks that have been made by individual will

13 be usetul to you in your deliberations." And I think perhaps

i
*

14 we have gotten approximately as much good as we are going to

15 get from them for this evening.

16 But I hope these individual comments which you

17 may want to give consideration to in your further
e

18 deliberations may be of some use to you.

19 | The Committee stands adjourned until 8:30 tomorrow'

20 morning.

21 (Whereupon, at 7:12 p.m. the Comnittee meeting

22 was adjourned, to reconvene at 8:30 a.m., 11 August 1973.)

23
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